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VIEW FROM
UNITY VILLAGE
Several years ago a comedian coined a phrase: “The devil made
„ me do it.”Soon, this remark was being repeated by millions of per
sons to explain away all sorts of unusual behavior.
In this issue, in Part VI of Jim Rosemergy’
s “A Recent Revela
tion,”another phrase has been coined that I hope receives an even
greater response: “The devil is dead.”
J To quote Rosemergy:
► “For many years, I have not dared to speak what I felt to be
true: but now I can. The devil is dead. There. I have said it. The
* confidence and depth of feeling behind these words are not as
1 strong as they might be because I realize that to utter them is to
accept responsibility for my life. It is to affirm that I am responsi‘ ble for the negative conditions manifested in my life.”
* I cannot remember an article in UNITY Magazine in recent
years that has affected me as deeply as this one. Of course, I have
for many years believed in one power and one presence—God. But
i never have I read or heard such a powerful explanation of the
Truth that the devil “is a liar and the father of lies.”The article
starts on page twenty-two, and it is my hope that it will be read
* and reread by each of our subscribers.
Our lead article this month is an inviting essay about
“metaphysics and mental health treatment, “Psychotherapy and
f Metaphysics—Two Merging Streams.”After a careful reading of
this report, one can only conclude that the author is correct in
stating that the accent, or emphasis, in mental health today is on
„ the word health. Some interesting, life-changing treatment is being
aimed at the trinity of body, mind, and Spirit.
* There is much else of interest, but I would particularly like to
point out that “Questions on the Quest”by Marcus Bach includes
for the first time his “This Is My Life”exercise-affirmation treat
ment. It starts on page fifty.
*
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BY R. A. BYRN
EACH W EDNESDAY at noon eight men and
women gather with their leader in a large upstairs
room of a special center. As they arrive they greet
one another warmly, personally, quietly. Most of the
hellos include some kind of physical contact—a
handshake here, a hug there, an arm around the
shoulders, a pat on the hand. Shortly after the lastcomer arrives, someone closes the door saying,
“Better keep the Spirit in. We don’
t want any
energy leaks!”and there is general amused agree
ment. The leader emerges from among the group
and moves to a place where she can be seen by all.
Each of the others finds a comfortable place. Some
take chairs; a few prefer the carpeted floor.
“T oday’
s lesson,”the leader begins, “is centering
within the self.”She tells the members that they
can grasp the concepts of this lesson more quickly
and retain them more easily by using an altered
state of consciousness, and she suggests that each
person perform a standard self-induction technique
to achieve a state of deep relaxation, then proceed
on to a light meditation state and signal when ready
for the lesson. For the next five minutes there is
silence. Around the room, breathing becomes deeper
and more regular, arms and legs uncross, foreheads
smooth, spines straighten, shoulders, necks, and
heads adjust to an easy uprightness as body tensions are released and fall away. Then even these
subtle movements cease and there is profound still
ness as the members go deeper into meditation. One
4
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by one each lifts an index
where psychiatric treatment is ,
finger to signal the leader. ; the business of the day. The
Next they hear and absorb in
group leader is a professional *
formation about how to turn
psychiatric social worker and a ,
psychotherapist. The members
inward to gather and focus
energy within the self, center
are outpatients seeking help
ing it at the solar plexus
with severe clinical depression. *
region, becoming aware of a ; Most of them have considered
new feel of balance, poise, and
suicide in the recent past, and
some have tried it. The city is
strength. As each member fol
not on the west or east coast
lows the leader’
s suggestions
where radical new ideas and
to do so, he or she is able to
avant-garde treatments are i
visualize this energy as a glow
fairly common. It is one of the
ing light in the region just
middle America conservative "*
below and behind the navel.
towns of less than 50,000 j
With every breath the glow is
population where the prevail
visualized as brighter, warmer,
ing political and religious tone
larger. Each person, with vary
is a sort of hard-core fundamen- «
ing degrees of ability, attempts
talism. That the scene takes
to extend this radiance out
place here is an automatic in- *
ward into the room and then
dicator of new trends in mental
beyond. The energy is then
health treatment in many other
pulled back again to reside
once more within the center of
places around the United
the body. The members are in
States.
structed to recall afterward
The Changing Scene
*
that this energy exists and is
subject to their control. Never
*
In fact there has been a
again, they hear, need any of
gradual and subtle inclusion of *
them feel helplessly scattered,
metaphysical practices into
psychologically off balance, or
powerless if they do not wish to
traditional psychiatric treat
ment for some time in this *
feel so. Because they have ex
perienced something of this
cou n try. New tre a tm en t ^
they believe it. Each person i methods with direct roots in
metaphysics (but often not J
has taken an unalterable step
recognized as metaphysical)
forward in the course of per
are being accepted and used by
sonal development.
This scene does not take
professionals and patients in a x
matter-of-fact way. It is dif-^
place at a metaphysical school
ficult to pinpoint the origin of
or church. It happens at a
this synthesis or to make an 1
public mental health center

> historical accounting of its
Eastern thought, influencing
both personal and social
growth and spread to date.
psychologies. Whatever the
"Metaphysical practices themcauses, interest in and in
a selves are of course anything
fluence of metaphysics are
but new. Humanity’
s knowl
definitely increasing in the
edge of the first principles and
United States, and one of the
y ultimate truths about the
specific fields where a benefi
sciences of being, of time, of
"substance, and others is very
cial impact is showing is that
of mental health.
ancient and perhaps even
prehistoric in date.
A Basic Principle
Throughout recorded history
k these universal profound teach
ings have emerged and subA key concept in metaphys
“
merged in various places and
ics, known to every beginning
, times around the globe. The
student of the subject, is that
overall history of metaphysics
ideas tend to manifest and
is elusive. We do know that it
become material existence.
, tends to surface in places and
Many mental health profes
times where there is emphasis
sionals are now—knowingly
*on spirituality and religion,
and unknowingly—employing
and that it tends to “go
this law in the modern tech
underground” and become
niques they use. Comprehen
4 more esoteric where there are
sion that it is a metaphysical
prevailing trends toward per
principle is of course not
sonal and social aggression,
necessary for its beneficial ap
* and also in circumstances
plication. Nor is a deep
„ where the curve of techno
understanding of how or why it
logical progress is on a steep ; works necessary for it to work.
* upswing. In our country today
Primitive people who have
the curve of technology seems
never heard of the law of gravi
to be leveling out somewhat.
ty still correctly anticipate
A Also we have withdrawn from
that a rock will come back
^overt military action, having
down after it is thrown into the
grave cause as a nation to
air. Similarly many psycho
seriously ponder the traumatic
therapists are successfully
effects of our last involvements
employing the law of thought
in war. Most of our organized
manifestation simply because
^ religions have been experienc
they have discovered that it
in g a growth of exploratory,
works in treatment with men
ecumenical open-mindedness.
tally and emotionally dis
There has been an influx of
turbed patients.

Wide use is now being made
of hypnosis and self-hypnosis
as methods which help people
to expedite their ability to
materialize positive states of
health for themselves. This is
known to be beneficial for a
broad ran ge of d iffic u l
ties—mental, physical, and
emotional. Far from practicing
mesmerism or a “surrender
yourself to my power” ap
proach, the method of the
clinical hypnotherapist is to
assist the patient to hypnotize
herself or himself. The patient
is coached along in a process of
attaining an altered but natu
ral state of consciousness in
which the intuitive, and holis
tic faculty of the mind can

function without the usual *
static interference from the ra
tional or linear-process faculty.*
This has been described as 4
quieting “the front part”of the
mind to clear the way for effec
tive communication from “the 4
back part,”or the unconscious
(or as some metaphysicians call'*
it, the superconscious faculty). a
This “back part”can perform
some functions astoundingly
better than can the rational t
part. For example, remember
ing and imagining can be done*
with far greater precision and t
clarity. These two particular
functions—being able to re
member and to imagine— are ,
the basic requisites for cre
ating and sustaining the visu-‘

iS couery
p By Joan H. Ward
£
I watched
■ my impediment
surface
^ and dissolve
in the light
; of understanding.

»alization of what he desires to
manifest. Therefore, in hypnot
i c trance the person is far more
able to form a vivid, powerful
inner image of the state of men
tal or physical health that he
»desires to manifest in outer
reality.
Because suggestibility in, creases when rational thinking
is stilled the hypnotic subject
is more effortlessly able to ac
c e p t the beneficial suggestions
of the hypnotherapist. How
ever, modern clinicians are con, vinced that no hypnotized per
son, regardless how deep the
state of trance, will accept sug
g e stio n s which go against the
person’
s own deepest wisdom
‘
about what is beneficial or
harmful to the self. That is,
even in deepest trance, the sub
ject continues to exercise a
discriminating process of ac
ceptance or rejection of what is
“suggested. However, it is the
•intuitive, wiser part of the
mind which does the discrimi
nating. Once the suggestion is
accepted, it can be taken for
granted that the su b ject’
s
'deepest self approves of it. In
hypnosis the patient is given
positive suggestions that the
‘specific problem can get better.
Then the hypnotherapist often
suggests that the person form
ka mental picture of a healthy
<and gratifying condition in
which the problem is better.
Sometimes the details of the

picture itself are supplied by
the therapist, either in literal,
direct terms or by an analogy
which the su bject’
s intuitive
mind effortlessly converts into
personal relevance. Very often
the patient is also taught how
to self-induce hypnosis with
specific techniques and prac
tice at home.
Hypnosis Recommended
Both the British Medical
Association and the American
Medical Association have rec
om m e n d e d th a t m e d ica l
schools should include hyp
nosis in their curricula. Hypno
therapy is used successfully in
cases of anxiety, obesity, pho
bias, drug and alcohol addic
tion, ga stroin testin a l d is
orders, migraine, various types
of physical and psychogenic
pain, and countless other dif
ficulties. Also, cancer patients
are now being worked with
hypnotically in some parts of
the country. Preliminary find
ings are that certain hypnotic
techniques result in a notice
able decrease in pain for many
of these people, and in some
cases there appears to have
been a definite reduction in the
actual size and morbidity of
the malignancy itself.
Quotes from the literature of
both psychotherapy and meta
physics show how closely these
two formerly divergent fields

now resemble each other in
some respects. In a 1976 text
for therapists coauthored by
W. D. Fezler, PhD and William
S. Kroger, MD, who is a clini
cal professor at the UCLA
School of Medicine and a
founder of the American Soci
ety of Clinical Hypnosis, and
also of the Academy of Psycho
somatic Medicine, it is stated:
There are several impor
tant principles or “laws”
that should be kept in
mind by the practitioner
using hypnosis. The first
is the law of concentrated
attention, defined as
follows: Whenever atten
tion is concentrated on an
idea over and over again,
it spontaneously tends to
realize itself .. . The sec
ond principle is: The
harder one tries to do
something by using his
will, the less chance he
has of success. It is also
axiomatic that whenever
the imagination and the
will come into conflict the
im agination invariably
wins. Therefore, the so
phisticated hypnothera
pist employs the princi
ples embodied in stress
ing “imagination power”
rather than “willpower.”
A noted meta-philosopher and
member/officer of the Rosicrucian Order, Joseph J. Weed,
has written about exactly the

same principles in his book *
“W isdom of the M y stic^
M asters”:
. . . every thought has a
tendency to reproduce
itself in physical form.
Some thoughts are too *
weak, some too compli
cated to ever reach the
physical stage, but a clear
thought repeated again
and again is almost cer
tain to create a replica of
i
itself sooner or later.
Sometimes there is a long
interval, but a clear non«
competitive thought, well
visualized and repeated
often, will always mani*
fest physically.... You
should use your mind as a
tool. ... It is not the will
that is used. Use of the
will leads to suppression
and the danger of unex
pected exp losiv e ou t
break. Use the mind.
to
Another Way
A detailed method of using
the rational “front part”of the
mind to attain better mental *
health has been developed and*
widely taught by Albert Ellis,
PhD, a psychologist recog- J
nized as an authority in mental
health treatment. He calls his
method rational-emotive thera-4
py. Briefly summarized, this*
teaches that external events do
not cause a person to feel good

, or bad emotionally; rather, it is
what the person believes about
' the event that is the cause of
the feeling. A heavy snowfall
that interrupts routine activi
ties, for instance, may be met
* with annoyance and frustra
tion by one person while someone else experiences delight.
Patients are taught that our in
dividual beliefs do not “
just
happen” to come to us, but
x that each one of us individually
creates our own belief system,
* usually unaware of what we are
doing. Many irrational and
d y sfu n ction a l b e liefs are
generally assumed to be valid
„ and are adopted by large
numbers of people. Just one ex* ample of a common irrational
belief would go something like
this: “It is bad to make mis
takes. If I make a mistake that
will mean I am somehow a bad
person—inferior, or stupid, or
* bad in some other way.”And
..of course when the inevitable
mistake occurs the person with
such a belief will react internal
ly according to the belief, ex
periencing a lowered sense of
i self-worth and concomitant
^bad feelings. Rational-emotive
therapy teaches the person to
1 examine such beliefs, to deter
mine whether they are rational
and functional, or irrational
k and dysfunctional. The thera
p i s t might instruct the patient:
“Tell me, what is your source
of authority for this belief that

it is always bad to make mis
takes? Who said so in the very
beginning?”
The patient is expected to
literally voice the answer to the
question, and nearly always
ends up, after some struggling
and floundering, by saying
something like, “I guess I
think it is true because I
always thought it was true.”
The therapist continues to
challenge by asking questions
like: “Is it possible that some
times good events could result
from making mistakes? Can
you think of a time when some
one made a mistake and things
turned out better than if there
had been no mistake?” When
the patient sincerely tries to
answer such questions the lack
of true foundation for the irra
tional belief gradually becomes
apparent to him or her. In fact,
the very process of digging
earnestly for these answers
and voicing them is accompa
nied by an automatic reshap
ing of the belief itself. As this
takes place the patient is
taught that we each have
unknowingly created our own
beliefs (albeit with much influ
ence from the society around
us) and that, in Truth, we con
trol our beliefs instead of their
controlling us. Rational-emo
tive therapy outlines a system
atic, step-by-step way in which
this process can be brought in
to the full light of conscious

awareness and performed in a
purposeful way. The patient is
instructed to write down and
verbalize a different but
related belief that makes more
sense. For example, this might
be: “M aking m istakes is
sometimes inconvenient and
tim e-consum ing. However,
some fortunate things could
also happen. Since everyone
who lives makes mistakes,
when I make one it will in
dicate that I am a normal per
son. If I make more mistakes
than average, it could mean
that I am more active and ex
ploratory than the average per
son.” Feelings resulting from
this kind of belief are of course
far less painful and damaging
to the personality.
Students of m etaphysics
would quickly recognize that
many so-called esoteric terms
are appropriate for the healing
and liberating changes that
take place during this kind of
therapy —mind discoverin g
mind. Conscious participation
in the creative process. “As a
man thinketh in his heart so is
he.”“You shall know the truth
and the truth shall set you
free.”Charles Fillmore, meta
physical teacher and cofounder
of Unity School of Christian
ity, pointed out in his writings
that the biblical word “repent”
has the literal interpretation
“change your mind.”Fillmore
also remarks about the often

unrecognized power of words ,
where the creative process is
concerned. He says that the*
Word is the creative idea in
Divine Mind, and that this is
also true at the level of the
human mind. It is no accident ^
or coincidence that students of
metaphysics are encouraged to **
express frequent affirmations
of belief, audibly as well as
silently.
X
Awareness of the Body
A rapidly spreading trend in
mental health is to direct as
much attention to what the pa
tient experiences physically as ,
to the mental and emotional oc
currences. This of course in-4
volves tenets held to be quite
basic by metaphysicians. As
another esteemed Rosicrucian,
Max Heindel, has said,
. . . Any system of healing
that does not take into
*
consideration the fact
that the body is a physi
cal expression of mind . . .
makes a radical mistake.
In our complex nature,
mind and matter act and
*
react upon each other in ^
such a manner that it is
absolutely necessary to
consider the man as a
whole whenever we at
tempt to deal with his *
disability.
4
Teaching patients how to
achieve deep relaxation of the

► body musculature at will is one
of the more common treatment
~ activities in mental health to( day. Therapists point out that
intense negative mental and
emotional states, such as anxi* ety, anger, fear, and others, are
invariably accompanied by
' muscular tension. A simple but
commonly undiscovered fact is
that the reverse is true: these
highly-charged, distressin g
t feelings cannot exist at times
when the body is deeply re*■laxed. Thus, learning to relax
t the body automatically means
learning to control undesired
emotions. Mastery and daily
„ practice of the ability to pro
foundly relax the body often
' lead to a seemingly spon
taneous diminishing or disap
pearance of all sorts of dif
ficulties, from phobic states to
hypertension. This technique is
particularly helpful for insom* nia, which so frequently accommpanies and exacerbates periods
of anxiety and depression. It is
* interesting to recall that Jesus,
a master metaphysician and
super-sane person, apparently
* had the ability to experii,ence—or d isp e l—em otional
states at will. He wept because
1 He felt sadness and grief; He
was moved by anger and dem
onstrated it; He felt impatience
k and said so; He displayed exk quisite tenderness in several
human encounters; and He also
experienced horror and dismay

on the Mount of Olives. On the
other hand, riding in a boat
violently tossed about by the
wind and waves, He deliber
ately relaxed and went to sleep.
Apparently, what Jesus chose
to do was to experience the
depths of human emotion,
pleasant and unpleasant. And
what He chose not to do (and
repeatedly advised others not
to do) was to worry, fret, or be
anxious. These latter are not
truly emotions. They are fruit
less, energy-consuming mental
activities that do no good and
result in much harm.
Exercise Important
Exercise and activity of the
body is another mental health
principle that has always been
in plain sight, yet until re
cently has been virtually ig
nored by professionals. Jesus,
we know, was a very physically
active person, aware of and in
tune with His body. He ex
posed Himself to many dif
ferent kinds of physical ex
periences, and must have done
so thoughtfully, for the ac
counts of His life show that He
had as much physical endur
ance and strength as He did
mental and emotional stamina.
He feasted and fasted, exer
cised and rested. For most of
His life His carpentry trade in
volved much daily body usage.
After starting His ministry

there were probably few times
when He did not walk several
miles each day. Meta-philosophers of most Eastern schools
take it as basic that the human
body must receive due atten
tion if the life is to proceed in
health and mental harmony.
Richard Hittleman, considered
by many to be the foremost in
structor of Yoga in the United
States, and conductor of the
national TV series “Yoga for
Health”has stated:
The body and the or
dinary mind are one enti
ty. They exert a direct
and constant influence on
each other. When the
mind is disturbed, a cor
responding dis-ease mani
fests in the body. The con
verse is equally true: a
body that is ill-at-ease
causes the mind to be
even more agitated . . .
Many sedentary people ex
perience increased levels of
such discomforts as nervous
tension, sleeplessness, depres
sion, irritability, incessant
worry, and feelings of fear
about ordinary situations. All
of these symptoms have been
“discovered”to be subject to
treatment by the simple prac
tice of frequent physical exer
cise. James F. Fixx, a propo
nent of jogging and running,
has investigated some mental
health aspects of the sport, and
reported about this in a recent

best-selling book. He writes ^
that it has been scientifically
docu m en ted that running "
makes people less anxious, less j
depressed, and increases feel
ings of self-esteem and in
dependence. A psychiatrist at A
the University of Wisconsin
did a study to compare ten ^
weeks of running to ten of
traditional psychotherapy with *
two groups of abnormally de
pressed persons, and found the <
running to be more effective.
Another researcher at the
University of Southern Califor- <
nia’
s School of Medicine tested
a moderate-exercise program
against a well-known tranqui- m
lizer (meprobamate) and found
that the exercise reduced ten- *
sion more effectively than the
tranquilizer did.
Accent on Health
Psychiatrists now have a ^
more cautious attitude about ,
the chemical substances they
prescribe, and about the length •
of time the patient takes them.
It is coming to light that there
are some very undesirable s
long-range side effects of
psychiatric medications that
were put into wide use during
the last twenty years. Some of
these effects, such as tremors,
palsies, and impairment of the *
rational processes, are irrevers- #
ible. More often now than be
fore, the physician will advise

\*
tagainst the use of a drug until
or unless other avenues have
been tried.
There has been a shift away
from preoccupation with the
pathology of the patient’
s con
dition. Instead, mental health
I practitioners are giving in
creasingly more attention to
areas of the patient’
s strength
and functionality, with the aim
*
toward helping these develop
*■ and grow. In mental health, the
accent is now more on health.
Just as metaphysics teaches
* that darkness is merely the
absence of light, therapists are
w realizing that mental illness is
% but the relative absence of
mental health. Patients are no
** longer passive and merely
“treated.” Rather, they are
asked much more to be active
learners of ways to be healthy.
When one looks carefully at
what goes on in psychotherapy
today there are many other ac
tivities which lend themselves
I * to description in metaphysical
Develop

terms. There is more emphasis
on physical contact, touching.
Therapists touch their patients
more often, and patients in
groups are encouraged to touch
each other in appropriate ways,
in keeping with the flow of
mental and emotional energies
among them. In metaphysics
this is equated with an opening
up, an undamming, of the
streams of subtle energies
which should naturally be
transferred among human be
ings—a laying on of hands, if
you will. Altered states of con
sciousness achieved by natural
means, thought-quieting exer
cises (similar or identical to
meditation techniques), aware
n ess-h eigh ten in g m eth ods
aimed at getting to know the
self better and at truer ex
periencing of the present mo
ment; these and other exam
ples point to a state of the art
of mental health that is more
enlightened and more bene
ficial than before.
©
and a Plan

Have patience and a plan. Know that good and happiness
beyond
your present imagination are in the making for you. Give
*
heartfelt thanks for the joyous outcome, knowing that it is just as
i
inevitable as the coming of spring each year. Meanwhile, live each
» moment deeply, richly, looking for the beauty and goodness there.
Soon the plan will start to show. Just a little will show at first;
perhaps like the tiny rootlets that feel their way out from the seed.
Take one step at a time—the step at hand. Rejoice in these rootlets
of your good, for they are the prophecy of the good that is to
come.—Charles Roth, A New Way o f Thinking.
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From...
Peepholes...
to Windows...
to Doors

YES, T H A T SP R IN G was the
turning point in their lives.
Faith and John were happy
from the beginning of their
marriage. Their life goals were
the same, and they shared
equal m aturity in w orking
toward those goals. Somehow,
indescribably and wondrously,
B Y JE A N CARTER

life togeth er w as now m ore
beau tifu l, m o re e n jo y a b le ,
m ore meaningful, m ore fun.
Surely G od had b rou gh t them
a lon g w ay—and in m any ways.
E ven m oney stretch ed further!
In the silence o f her inner
a

cathedral, in the early morning
light of the garden, Faith Wells
prayed. Intermittent phrases
and clauses put themselves to
gether, “Father, You’
ve re
made me—and all my life. Now
John and I want a farm; want
it very much. So much that it
must be Your idea for us.
Please help us find the right
farm, under all right condi
tions—grace, You know. Here
and now I pledge our tithe on
all the farm income. I know
John will want to also. W e’
d
like a big old place to fix up.
W e’
d like to move in time for
spring planting, someone to do
’
the farming until we can our
selves, a fireplace, a brook,
land across from the house so
we control the view. A view,
too! And please, I ’
d like a split
sink in the kitchen; it ’
s so
handy
to
wash
spinach
and
fgarden harvests. . . . ”
I«
She reflected thoroughly
before
expressing the amen.
«
►
Yes, this covered all their
hopes and dreams. “Amen,”
she whispered into the lettuce.
I*.
In the stillness, Faith’
s busy
fingers continued to work.
* Thoughtfully she reflected on
her prayer. Within her heart
she had the comfortable feeling
her p ra y er had a lrea d y
>
stretched into the universe to
i. begin its work. She imagined a
V little white thread of radar
>
groping forth like a butterfly
& antenna to find “the right

place under right conditions,”
and she smiled. She also
thought of the tithe pledge.
John would agree with her, she
knew. Furthermore, it made
sense.
“Give and it shall be given
unto you. . . . ”
A Short Step
She realized from August to
February is pretty fast in the
reference of time and space for
Him to find their farm, sell the
suburban home to the right
buyer under all right condi
tions, m ove th em —surely
under grace—and commence
the fulfillment of spiritual
lessons and outworkings. And
all of that was a short step to
the beginnings of stocking the
farm, the work of it, and the
commitments of the covenant,
the covenant with Him as Part
ner.
When the fluffy balls of yel
low arrived one Saturday in
March, their very appearance
seemed to signal the accelera
tion of all farm plans. Those
first chicks! Suddenly John felt
a terrific urge to be a complete
farmer immediately and junk
the long-range plans for put
ting the farm into the “going”
cla ssifica tion . And Faith
shared the goal.
Free advice from the county
agricultural agent: with only
fifty-two acres in New Jersey

they would need to diversify;
just grain farming would be in
sufficient; build to at least
2,000 chickens. Were they
planning on the egg aspect or
broilers? No other experience?
Sheep were a good supplement;
they would keep the “back
yard”in order; they were easily
manageable. Mr. Dan, up Allamuchy way, a most reputable
chap, would sell them good
stock.
A note was sent to Mr. Dan
asking about “live lawnmowers” and specifying the
beginnings of their flock and
the cost. In a week, Mr. Dan
telephoned wanting assurance
that their fencing was proper
for sheep and wanting to know
about a “place they could run
into if a rain came up,”as they
had been shorn and would be
uncomfortable. “Like a biblical
shepherd,” said Faith. "Who
else would care about stock
when it ’
s no longer his?”
It seemed only a few hours
after that telephone call that
Mr. Dan stood at the side door,
a small pickup truck in the
driveway holding the begin
ning of their sheep flock. The
children and Faith flew to the
tailgate. Standing so close,
Faith had momentary misgiv
ings, for they were much larger
than she expected. She had
never seen live sheep. She
wondered how one handled
them.

Mr. Dan heard her exclama
tion, “They are lovely; but so
awfully large!”A thread of rea
son comforted her. She was
much taller than Mr. Dan; if he
could manage those huge
Hampshires, so could she.
“They’
re purebred Hamp
shires, but they’
re not regis
tered,” Mr. Dan explained.
“Where do you want them?”
She Could Maftage
She led the way to the or
chard pasture. “Can you back
up to that door?” she asked,
pointing to the small door on
the upper level of the barn.
“Then they’
ll know where their
shelter is.”
“They’
ll know it all right,”
he answered as he started for
his truck.
“How much do they weigh?”
He paused and turned
around. “I couldn’
t bring you
two two-year-old ewes as you
asked. The smaller one is a
yearling, goes about 150. The
two-year-old is probably 200
and the ram about 250. These
are a heavy breed, but their
temperament is more even for
beginners such as you are. The
yearling may be pregnant. We
don’
t generally breed them so
early but we had an accident.
She might be. Kinda hard to
tell with sheep. The lambs are
small, you know. If she is, it’
s
all to the good.”

“If she is, when will she
deliver?’
“Mid-April. . . early May.”
This time he continued to his
truck. When he lowered the
tailgate in the pasture, three
sheep jumped down. Immedi
ately they began to graze.
“You got a nice place here for
them. I ’
m glad you have good
fencing. They keep wandering.
Just be sure to keep water
before them, and salt.” He
made a movement toward his
truck, then seemed to sense her
concern about the lambing
matter. “You won’
t have trou
ble at lambing time, Mrs.
Wells. They keep moving; get
plenty of exercise. She’
ll do all
right.”
“Thank you. What about
shearing?”
“They’
re taken care of for
this year. Only get shorn once a
year. Drop me a card next
spring. We keep Sundays to
help you folks who have only a
few sheep.”
The children and Faith re
mained at the gate, watching
the sheep. “Now we’
re real
farm ers, fellow s. Chicks.
Sheep. And our dirt farmers
ought to be here any day.”
At dusk, the boys and Faith
endeavored to herd the sheep
to the barn, toward the mansize door on the northern upper
portion. Accurately, they an
ticipated her and maintained a
twenty-foot distance. When

she walked, so did they. If she
ran, they ran. If her move
ments were sudden, they fled
in terror. When she quietly
paced, they measured their
speed. The children were no
help, and they cautiously re
mained in the rear. Half an
hour passed and it was time to
get dinner ready for the boys.
John and she would have to
manage later. The thing that
bothered Faith was that she
and Doug, her younger son,
had seen a fox running along a
hedgerow. D idn’
t stories tell
about foxes bothering sheep?
The little men in bed and din
ner over, John and Faith re
turned to the pasture. Faith
carried a flashlight, although it
seemed superfluous. The moon
cast a glow into all the spaces
beneath the apple trees. Each
star in the universe shone
clearly. Every stone in the
pasture loomed large and dis
tinct. But the small barn door
was in darkness, its northern
exposure beyond the reaching
fingers of moonlight.
Three sheep simultaneously
raised their heads on hearing
John and Faith approach, re
treating beneath the largest
apple tree. They walked quiet
ly, John speaking in reassuring
tones. Heads up, ears forward,
the sheep stood still. When
John reached a distance of
twenty feet from them, they
moved away, matching his

pace.
“The sheep know my voice
and obey me. The voice of the
stranger they know not,”
remembered Faith.
A Pasture Stalemate
Patiently, John and Faith
kept at the program. An hour
passed. The moon ascended
higher. Sometimes the sheep
bolted, splitting in three dif
ferent directions. Once or twice
they panicked as one, fleeing
headlong in a single direction,
their sides heaving in fright. A
pasture stalemate.
John wanted to settle in a
chair, remove his shoes, and
have a leisurely pipe over the
evening paper. It had been a
long day, rising early and trek
king sixty miles to the city.
Faith detected a slightly harsh
note in John’
s voice. The sheep
were now behind the hennery
and John shouted across the
orchard to her, “D on’
t let them
get in there. There’
s no fence!”
Faith remained motionless.
“What shall I do?”
John reached her side,
breathing hard. “Do you mind
getting back there and shooing
them out?” His tones were
again gentle and considerate.
If he was weary, hot, and tired,
how much more so must she
be—unable to move easily, bur
dened by extra weight of preg
nancy. Yet she had kept pace

with his activities. “I ’
ll get a ,
lasso ready. If I can get one,
perhaps the others will follow. ’
’*
Pressing down the growth
k
leftover from many years and
mindful of her footing amid un
familiar stones, Faith carefully *
made her way behind the hen
nery. This building, too, *
screened out the moonlight.
John called softly that he was
ready, and Faith clapped her
hands noisily; the sheep dashed 4
madly down the alley between
the hennery and a hedgerow of ''
dense sumac and grapevine
;
shrubbery.
John recoiled the rope in
front of the hennery. Faith .
noted that it was thick enough
to anchor a ship. She sup
pressed a howl of laughter. She
didn’
t dare. John was turbu
lent clear through. S h e’
d
seldom seen him like this.
“They can stay out all
nigh t,” he said betw een *
clenched teeth. Perspiration
poured down his face, glisten
ing in the night.
^
“Oh, no! Mr. Dan wouldn’
t
like that. ’
Cause they’
ve been
shorn. And Doug and I saw a t
fox!”
^
John strode down the hill
side.
Usually he was more patient
than Faith. She wondered what
to do next. A gust rattled a
hennery pane. The change was *
sudden. Clouds scuttled across
the sky and the air had a queer

feel to it. She’
d better check on
the chicks to be sure that rat
tling window permitted no
drafts. Inside the hennery she
tapped the window with the
heel of her hand and firmed it
into the frame. She stood
w atching the fast-m oving
clouds a few moments.
Pray About Animals?
How could she pray about
the sheep? There is a divine
spark in animals. God creates
everything, so all life is divine.
But how does one appeal to the
divine in animals? Get them to
obey for their own good? Faint
ly she was aware of baaing.
Was it the sheep or John with
his clever mimicry? The sheep
had been silent since their ar
rival. They had not baaed even
when frightened during their
attem pts at herding. She
listened intently.
Quietly she stepped outside.
John was slowly herding the
sheep from the apple trees
toward the large barn door, the
smaller door invisible in the
shadows. The sheep moved
placidly. Spacing his baas
between words, “D on ’
t ...
m o v e . . . or . . . t h e y . . .
m igh t. . . b o lt . . . again.’
’
They stopped at the barn
shadow. John stopped.
“Now what?” said Faith.
Within her ear fell the words,
“Simple, dearie. Beam your

flashlight on the hidden door
way.”
The sheep moved forward
rhythm ically, con fidently,
passing within the barn when
the small flashlight ray re
vealed the little doorway. John
followed, quickly closing the
door behind them.
Arm-in-arm they sw ung
down the hillside together.
April arrived.
They did not witness the
first thrust of green in the hill
side’
s brown carpet. But as by
a mystic wand, green gradually
stole over the entire hillside.
Pasturelands turned emerald.
Trees put forth delicate un
foldings of chartreuse.
The full-throated song of
farmer busyness filled the
world. The noise of the tractors
was heard in the land, from ear
ly morn until late night, tractor
headlights bobbing along the
horizons, fresh brown earth
emerging in the wake of the
singing plows. From the high
places the whole countryside
wore new raiment, lending a
checkerboard effect, squared
fields of fresh brown alter
nating with greening fields of
early growth.
In the wet places, beside the
marshiness of the brook, twi
light serenades by a new gener
ation of peepers began. Usually
a soloist’
s signal pierced the
stillness. At his pitch note the
(Continued on page 56)

A Recent Revelation ;
B Y JIM ROSEM ERG Y
Part VI

“Begone, Satan! for it is written,
‘
You shall worship the Lord your
God and him only shall you
serve.’’
’
—Matthew 4:10.
“You are of your father the devil,
and your will is to do your father’
s
desires. He was a murderer from the
beginning, and has nothing to do
with the truth, because there is no
truth in him. When he lies, he speaks
according to his own nature, for he is
a liar and the father of lies.”—John
8:44.

The Master’
s View of the Devil
DO YOU HAVE EA R S to
hear? Listen to the words I
spoke long ago of the devil:
“
H e was a murderer from the
beginning, and has nothing to
do with the truth, because
there is no truth in him. When
he lies, he speaks according to
his own nature, for he is a liar
and the father o f lies. ”Do you
see that the first lie ever ut
tered by satan was his own ex
istence? D o you understand

J
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that I am saying there is no *
devil?
During the time I walked the
Earth, I could not openly pro
claim this truth, for mankind *
was not prepared. Mankind
was not ready to assume re- "
sponsibility for his life and the
world. But still the truth was
there su rrou n ded in the '
shrouds o f mist for those with *
ears to hear: “There is no truth
in him. ”
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Many will soon hear these
words but not believe them.
They will cry out, “
No, this
cannot be. ” One would think
that the world would rejoice to
know that the existence of
satan was the greatest fraud
ever perpetrated. People have
been fooled by a mask made
with their own hands.
What could be better than for
mankind to know the truth
that there is no evil force to op
pose the will o f the Father?
When this truth is accepted, a
search will begin for the origin
o f the woes of the world. The
answer is etched upon the
minds and hearts o f all people.
Human beings have supported
an idea of an evil force or devil
because o f their inability to
assume responsibility for their
own lives.
Remember when I told my
disciples, “
I have yet many
things to say to you, but you
cannot bear them now." The
time has come for the shroud to
be lifted and for the unbearable
to be borne upon the shoulders
of mankind.
You may stumble under the
heavy load o f responsibility if
you are not fully aware of the
nature o f the devil. Shortly
before I began my ministry, it
is written that I was led into
the wilderness where I fasted
for forty days and forty nights.
After this period of fasting, I
was confronted with a part of

my human nature called the
devil. -As I stood upon the
threshold of my ministry, I
achieved total dominion and
mastery over my life. That
aspect o f people which con
fronts them with choices and
encourages them to make deci
sions that do not enhance their
own spiritual growth is called
the devil.
^4s I was about to embark
upon my mission, that part of
me called the devil uttered
these words within me: “
I f you
are the Son o f God, command
these stones to become loaves
of bread." Within that tempta
tion is a choice that continu
ously confronts you: “Use your
spiritual capabilities for selfish
purposes. ” The rational mind
would argue, “
I'm hungry; I
haven't eaten for forty days."
Have you ever rationalized an
event in your life to fulfill some
selfish purpose? You see, this
choice is one you must all face.
Because I knew my Source, I
answered, Man shall not live
by bread alone, but by every
word that proceeds from the
mouth o f God. ”My nourish
ment was not bread, but spiri
tual nourishment, spiritual
ideas. Ideas are the mode o f ex
pression of the Father, and
mankind is nourished by them.
I vaulted the first temptation
or choice one must face—using
talents and spiritual faculties
for selfish purposes.

A second choice quickly fol
lowed. I was “taken" to
Jerusalem and placed upon the
pinnacle o f the temple. There
the devil spoke these words:
" I f you are the Son o f God,
throw yourself down; for it is
written, 'He will give his
angels charge o f you, ’and 'On
their hands they will bear you
up, lest you strike your foot
against a stone. ’”I answered,
"Again it is written, ‘
You shall
not tempt the Lord your
God.'"
In my time, if a man were to
jum p from the pinnacle o f the
temple without injury, he
would have been declared the
Messiah, and the people would
have rallied around him. My
people would then have ex
pected armed conflict with the
occupying forces of Rome. I
could not do so because my
kingdom was not o f this world.
In this temptation, that part
o f my human nature and yours
has picked an intriguing guise.
The choice is whether or not to
use our talents and spiritual
powers based upon the opin
ions o f others. I f I had jumped,
it would have been what was
expected. However, I am the
master o f the unexpected.
The last and possibly the
m ost appealing choice fol
lowed. “
Again, the devil took
him to a very high mountain,
and showed him all the king
doms of the world and the

glory of them; and he said to
him, ‘
All these I will give you,
if you will fall down and wor
ship me. ’” How appropriate
were those words “
fall down."
I f I were to worship that part
of myself capable of producing
negativity, it would have been
a downfall o f astronomical pro
portions. Yet the choice is an
astronomical one which you
face: should you use spiritual
powers to bring yourself worldly praise and glory? I knew
that glory belonged to the
Father, so I replied, "Begone,
Satan! for it is written, ‘
You
shall worship the Lord your
God and him only shall you
serve.' "
After my ascension, I re
turned and told my disciples of
this occurrence in my life. It
was necessary for them to
know, for they would face the
same temptations. Even you
have been given stones to turn
to bread. You have stood on the
pinnacle o f the temple and you
have surveyed the kingdoms of
the world from a mountain
peak. >ls you face these temp
tations, remember that you
have been given dominion over
your life. Even though you
stand in the light o f this
awareness, know this o f the
devil "... there is no truth in
him." Then you will hear these
words: "This is my beloved
Son, with whom I am well
pleased. ”
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A View of the Master’
s View
* FOR MANY YEARS, I have
not dared to speak what I felt
to be true; but now I can. The
devil is dead. There. I have said
* it. The confidence and depth of
^ feeling behind these words are
not as strong as they might be
because I realize that to utter
them is to accept responsibility
for my life. It is to affirm that I
* am responsible for the negative
conditions manifested in my
life. Such an admission does
not come easily. There have
been times when I thought I
could feel the presence of an
* evil power. I was not prepared
h to accept the truth that these
negative feelings were the re
sult of erroneous beliefs I had
been nourishing and harboring
for years. The feelings were ter
rifying; thus, I declared them
to be the work of the devil. It
became so easy to blame all the
■
*chaotic happenings on the
“father of lies.’
’Little did I
know that the devil would
stand blameless before the
courts as I declared my inno
cence and accused the evil one.
► Now I know that no one is
guiding me down a path of
destruction. If I walk such a
path, it is of my own choosing.
This does not mean that the
part of me that produces negaHivity and causes my downfall
as a spiritual being is com
pletely uprooted from my con-

sciousness. It simply means
that I am aware that this por
tion of my human nature must
be uprooted. With such an
awareness, I stand ready to en
counter the temptations of life.
I am aware of the possibility of
using my talents for selfish
purposes. I am aware of the
possibility of governing my life
based not upon the Spirit of
truth that dwells within me,
but upon the opinions of other
people. I am aware of the possi
bility of using my talents to
bring worldly praise upon my
lower self. If I fall before these
temptations, I have no one to
blame but myself. You see, not
only is the devil dead, but there
is no devil. Satan is a tree with
out roots. He is a grape with
out a vine. Never again will I
take fruit from that tree or
drink of the wine of that grape.
I accept my own responsibility;
thus, I am truly free.

Unity Churches, Centers,
and Teachers
I f you would like to know the location
o f your nearest Unity church or center,
and cannot find it listed in your
telephone directory, please write to
The Association o f Unity Churches,
Unity Village, Mo. 64065. They will be
glad to give you any desired informa
tion about Unity churches or classes in
your vicinity.
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BY SUE SIKKING
THOUSANDS OF YEARS
ago mankind began a story
which we call history. Since
that tim e hum anity has
changed the surface of the
Earth. We have traveled the
water and plunged deep below
its surface. We have soared in
the air. We have broken loose
from the hold of gravity. We
have visited another astral
body far from our place of
abode. We have mastered the
blind forces of energy and they
cover the Earth!
We have reached a new stage
of maturity that is exciting,
exhilarating, stimulating, frus
trating, and frightening. We
hold our destiny in our heart
and hand. In one big step for
ward we have unlocked doors
to tremendous power. The
human mind is beginning to

realize our interdependence *
and the need for coexistence ■f
with every other living soul on
this planet.
In this great moment there is
much confusion in people of
every age and every state of be
ing. Unknowingly, we have
been ushering in a new dispen
sation, a new order of life. Not *•
understanding with our human
mind what has been happen
ing, we have been in the valley
of indecision. We have made
decisions in the outer and we
shall still make them; but what *
has happened and is happening
to us is our next step of unfoldment—evolution and change.
Som ething is happening
under the surface and is mov-'
ing within all people. There is*
an unrest, a discontent and
dissatisfaction that causes

► frustration; but it is divine!
There is not anything wrong
with this; we are not failing; we
► personally are not doing this
anymore than a child decides
to be a man or a woman. We
- have no choice; God has
already made the decision. A
caterpillar does not decide to
» become a butterfly. The deci
sion is with the Creator of the
universe. It is all part of an
j unrolling pattern with us, too!
It is our time of dedication.
Dedication is to “give up to”a
* new cause or way. We must
recognize our part in this time
in which we live. Jesus said,
* “Your time is always here.”So
k let us not fight the changes but
move with the Spirit.
I

Constancy of God
The constancy of God is
always before us; each morning
brings the dawning of a new
•
* day. Nothing happens by
chance. Let us look at the signs
of the time. Outer signs say,
“Falling Rock or Bridge Out,
Curve, Slow, Stop, Look,
Listen.”We look at the sky for
* signs of weather. Jesus said,
“You know how to interpret
the appearance of the sky, but
you cannot interpret the signs
of the times.”
The indecision in our life tov day is a signpost. It is saying,
“You cannot go on without
knowing that we are all one and

we must all go into this new
world together. There must be
love and coexistence.”Now is
the time to know yourself. Let
us look closely at this person
we call “I ”and “me.”
Today, after thousands of
years, again the sign of the
times is “Know Thyself.”
What are we feeling and think
ing everyday? What do we
think about our neighbor, the
members of our family, the
man or woman in the office or
shop, or the stranger on the
street? It does not matter what
the neighbor, loved one, fellow
worker, or the stranger, or the
whole world is doing or not do
ing. The important thing is
what are you thinking and feel
ing? This is the secret of life!
This is the cause of sickness,
lack, pressures, loneliness, un
happiness—or wholeness and
freedom.
Do you carry the world on
your shoulders? Is your reac
tion to life a mighty burden?
Are you thinking nothing can
change because the mind of
logic and reason cannot see an
answer? Do you think it is “too
late” or “later than you
think”? Yes, it is! It's greater
than you think and it is here.
We are moving into a new
world. This is hum anity’
s next
great step, greater than all that
has unfolded in our history in
the past.
D on’
t worry about your

family, other people, or the
world. The most important
words of our time for all of us
are I, me, now! The world is
ready. So now the individual,
every single one of us, must be
ready, too! The soul of all has
come of age to balance the
mind and body! This is what
holy means. Holy comes from
the same root word as whole.
Whole or holy means oneness,
completion in ourself and com
pletion in a new world of co
existence!
We are one with God and His
whole creation when we are
aware of our relationship with
every living soul and every liv
ing thing. This is our destiny,
planned beforehand! We must
become aware of G od’
s family,
the human family, the family
of life.
Do you really want to be a
part of this giant step forward?
It is examination time on
Earth. Are you ready to take
your place and your respon
sibility in the history of the
human race? Are you going to
contribute and participate or
be a bystander and be crushed
in the changes?
Experts in Living
Our main concern will be to
become experts in living, work
ing, and growing together for
the fulfillment of G od’
s plan on
Earth as it is in heaven.

To guide you, I will give you
words pronounced thousands
of years ago in Deuteronomy
30:11-14. “For this command
ment which I command you
this day is not too hard for you,
neither is it far off. It is not in
heaven, that you should say,
‘
Who will go up for us to
heaven, and bring it to us, that
we may hear it and do it?’
Neither is it beyond the sea,
that you should say, ‘
Who will
go over the sea for us, and
bring it to us, that we may hear
it and do it?’But the word is
very near you; it is in your
mouth and in your heart, so
that you can do it.”
For your passport into the
new world I have still other,
more modern, words for you.
Take these words and carry
them with you in your wallet,
in your purse, and never waver
as the new world unfolds
around you. Our time is at
hand.
I am the place where
God shines through,
For He and I are One,
not two.
I need not fear, nor fret,
nor plan,
He wants me where and
as I am;
And if I ’
ll be relaxed and
free
H e’
ll carry out His plan
through me.
Anonymous

From the Writings o f
Charles Fillmore

The
Road to Health
HUMAN BE IN G S HAVE
never had a desire that cannot
somewhere in the providence of
G od be fulfilled. Creation
would be weak in its most vital
part if this were not true.
Desire is recognized as the on
ward impetus of the ever-evolv
ing soul as it builds from the
within out, and it carries with
it fulfillment as a necessary
corollary.
All is mind, and the things
that appear must be state
ments of mind. Thus, mind is.
The is-ness of mind is but the
one side of it. Being is not
limited to the level of isness—it has all possibility,
which includes the breaking
forth of its inherencies into the
realm of appearance.
Thus, mind has two sides—
the invisible and the visible.
Neither can be left out of a true
philosophy. To say that mind
is all and at the same time deny
that the things that do appear
have any part in that allness is
to give place to but one-half of

the great Truth.
Every mental problem has
its statement. That statement
is made in response to the de
sire to know experimentally
whether the ideal concept is
capable of proof. A variety of
factors are involved in every
statement of a mental concept.
These factors are not an inte
gral part of the statement it
self, but through them it is
worked out. Thus, into the
simplest problem in mathemat
ics enter processes that are not
preserved after the solution
has been reached, yet were
necessary to that solution.
These processes are made up of
a combination of factors, and
the exact outcome of each step
is a matter of experiment. The
ultimate must be the fulfill
ment of the idea, but the inter
mediate steps may be diverged
or retraced many times.
If this be true in the simplest
problem of mathematics, it
must be true in the creation of
the universe. Here is where he
who has caught sight of the
perfectness of the ideal realm
denies the appearance because
it does not express that per
fectness in its wholeness.
With like judgment the stu
dent in the depths of a mathe
matical problem would sud
denly erase all his work be
cause the answer was not at
once apparent, though he may
have completed but a portion

of the process leading to that
answer. We would not consider
a farmer of sound judgment
who cut down his corn in the
tassel because it did not show
the ripened ears.
D on’
t jump at conclusions.
Study the situation carefully
before you decide. Consider all
sides—the visible and the in
visible, the within and the
without.
The fact that you have an
ideal world carries with it the
possibility of fulfillment in ex
pression. In Being you cannot
shirk expression. To think is to
express, and you are doing that
without cessation. You may
deny that these things of the
world have existence, yet as
long as you live in contact with
them you are recognizing their
place. A wholesale denial of
their existence keeps you even
as a house divided against
itself. A reconciliation must
take place before you can dem
onstrate the power of the
Christ-man. Jesus did not say
that His body was nothing, but
He did say that He had power
to take it up or lay it down. He
laid it down in corruption, and
raised it in incorruption. He
found that His ideal was not
being expressed in the body
which was subject to decay, so
He let the corruptible be
crossed out, and from the ruins
raised the body of light, which
appeared and disappeared at

will. This was the fulfillment of
His ministry, and the demon
stration of the power of the
Spirit to overcome that last
enemy, death.
All men desire to overcome
disease and death. The fulfill
ment of this desire would be
perpetuation of existence in
form; so in its last analysis we
see that we all want to continue
our chain of expression unbro
ken in duration and indefi
nitely extended. This has
always been the desire of
mankind, and the whole world
is today and ever has been
fighting this monster, death.
Oceans of medicines are swal
lowed daily, millions of doctors
are exerting all their energies,
and prayers unnumbered are
uttered in a struggle to van
quish this dreaded enemy of
mankind. This indicates a most
powerful desire to be fulfilled.
Jesus showed how it might be
done, and gave the recipe. He
said, “Truly, truly, I say to
you, if any one keeps my word
he will never see death.’
’He
also said, “The word which you
hear is not mine but the
Father’
s who sent me,” and,
“The words that I have spoken
to you are spirit and life.”
There is a chain of mind
action connecting cause and ef
fect in all the activities of life.
This chain is forged by man,
and its links are thoughts and
words. Jesus laid great stress

upon the power of the word.
Yet He was wise in the injunc
tion that His words should be
kept; that is, men were to keep
before them the ideal which He
had. This ideal is the realm
from which the word draws its
substance, and its character
determines the result.
The “words” of Jesus were
tremendous. They raised the
ideal of man and God far above
what had ever been conceived.
They so far transcended the
thought plane of the people
that even His followers did not
acc ept them, and many
“walked no more with him.”
And until of late, we have not
grasped the lesson of the power
of the word expressed from this
high ideal. Who in the past has
taken Jesus literally and
sought to overcome death by
keeping His sayings? Many
have believed in His doctrine,
and a great ecclesiastical in
dustry has been built upon it as
a foundation; but who has
taken in full faith the words of
Jesus and made them flesh of
his flesh and bone of his bone
by not only believing them but
by saturating the mind with
them until they reincarnated
themselves in the body? This is
the secret of every spiritual
demonstration, not only a con
cept of what is true of Being,
but a carrying out in thought,
word, and act of that concept.
We see many people in this

day seeking the aid of Spirit to
cure them of their physical ills.
They do not approach Spirit
with that true desire for the
higher life which should inspire
them. They find indulgence of
their lusts and passions cur
tailed by some infirmity which
they want healed in order that
they may continue in the
fleshly way. Spirit does not
judge motives. It is principle.
Jesus said, “Sin no more, lest a
worse thing befall thee.”
It is the experience of those
who have dealt with Spirit that
it is a vigorous stimulant. It
restores the vitality of every
organ and they become even
more acute to pain or pleasure
than before the treatment. This
super-sensitiveness renders
them liable to more rapid
waste, and when the fleshly in
dulgence is gratified, they are
quickly burned out, and the
collapse is even more complete
than before the healing. This is
why those who receive spiritual
healing should be instructed in
the Truth of Being. They
should be shown that they are
sinning against the law of their
existence when they indulge
their appetites and passions for
mere sensation. Retribution
always follows this, and the ig
norant suffer equally with the
wise.
With our mind we are build
ing either hovels or mansions,
and eventually must live

within their walls, just as to
day we are living within our
body walls.
Dedicate yourself to God and
His work. Lay at the feet of
Spirit all your desires, pas
sions, and appetites. Make a
definite and detailed covenant
with the Father, and agree to
use in the most exalted way all
your substance. Turn reso
lutely away from the old habits
that have robbed you of your
vitality and sunk your body
into the depths of inanition.
People today are in the grasp
of bodily death through the in
dulgence of false appetites.
They can never put on the im
mortal robe of purity until they
covenant with God to sacrifice
upon His altar of spiritual fire
all their energies. They must
lift up the old serpent that they
are now crawling in the dust
with. No one can do this with
out spiritual aid. Jesus saw
this, and through Him was pro
vided a helper, “the Holy
Spirit, whom the Father will
send in my name.”
Those who silently call upon
this Spirit and in its abiding
place in their own being agree
to follow it and do its will shall
be helped to overcome all the
habits and indulgences that are
keeping them out of the king
dom of heaven.
“Seek, and you will find;
knock, and it will be opened to
you.”
©

ILLUMINATION- T h r o u g h si
lence and meditation we hold
converse with the knowledge and
light of our Lord—we find the
throne of reverence. That mysteri
ous realm where our thought is
impregnated with an uplifting,
transcendent quality is opened to
us.

I listen to my indwelling
Lord and light com es to
guide me in perfect ways.
HEALING — When we firmly
believe the truth that the Lord of
our being includes every part of
us, even every atom and cell of
our body, His Spirit from that m o
ment begins to build us up; He
restores and strengthens us mak
ing us every whit whole. We know
we are one with His infinite life.

My indwelling Lord pours
forth His healing life and 1
am vital, strong, and well.
PROSPERITY— Every one of us
has, deep within, an ideal to be
and to do something beyond our
present achievement. To realize
our ideal and to bring our good
into manifestation, we must have
a partnership with God. Success
and satisfaction will be ours if
every thought and action is Godinspired.

My indwelling Lord
reveals the kingdom of
abundance and all my
needs are met.

PRAYER
POWER
Excerpts from letters to Silent
Unity, quoted with permission
of the writers.
Burn Victim
Dear Silent Unity/: You prayed for
my son who was burned over
eighty percent of his body. He had
third-degree burns on his arms,
hands, and legs, and seconddegree burns on his chest. He was
released from the hospital after
four months of treatment.
It was more than a year after his
release from the hospital that he
was able to go back to work as a
draftsman. We thank G od for this
miracle recovery; and I thank God
that Silent Unity was there for me
to talk to. G od bless you.-M .S.,
Missouri.

mother-in-law passed som e Unity
literature on to him and his family.
It has given him a completely new
outlook and suddenly all of his
physical and mental problems
have disappeared.
I have studied Unity for many
years. I sent him a couple of fine
Unity books and simply released
him to his highest good.
His whole outlook on life has
taken on new meaning. He is now
positive and confident.
My husband and I shed tears of
joy during and after his call, know
ing that at long last he was on his
way up.—J.S., Arizona.
Tears of Relief
Dear Friends in Unify: With your
love, assurance, and prayers, I am
feeling much better. After I called
you, I sat in complete silence and

Life Has New Meaning
Dear Friends: We received a tele
phone call from my son from
whom we haven’
t heard directly in
a long time. It happened to be his
birthday, and what wonderful
news he had for us. My husband
and 1were overjoyed as he told us
he had at long last found a
wonderful position that he had
been seeking for many months.
The best news of all was that his

THE LIGHTED WINDOW AT SILENT UNITY

To call for prayer help, phone
(816) 251-2100. (If you have an
urgent need and have no means
of paying for a call, dial our tollfree number: 800-821-2935.)

Silent Unity has a new tele
phone number 816-251-2100.
We have had to change our
number so that our telephone
prayer ministry can serve you
better. The telephone company
tells us that the only way they
can provide us as many tele
phone lines as we need is for us
to take this new number.
On this new number we can
have as many as a hundred
workers here in Silent Unity
answering calls at one time.
We are not looking forward to
needing this many workers for
a while, but we place no limits
on the ultimate growth of
Silent Unity. People need help,
and we are helping them freely
and faithfully.
A few years ago perhaps a
thousand people would call us
in a week, and three or four
Silent Unity workers were
enough to answer all the calls

we received. Today more than
1,500 people call us every day
and we need forty workers to
answer the calls that come to
us over twelve lines. Twice in
the last four years, to handle
more efficiently the volume of
calls that come to us, the tele
phone company has changed
the kind of equipment we have.
Today we have the most modern equipment that it is possible for the Bell system to
supply us.
We know how important our
telephone prayer ministry is to
those who need help; and we
want to be sure that when you
call, no matter what hour of the
day or night, you will receive
an immediate response from
the Silent Unity prayer room.
Nothing we do here at Unity
Village is more important than
this Silent Unity telephone
prayer ministry. Every day we

the tears came. Tears of relief,
pent-up emotions, and love. Yes
love, to know you were praying
with me so that I could becom e a
whole being, perfectly balanced
within and without.
I have improved both mentally
and physically and I know that the
healing power of G od is active in
every part of my being. —C.B.,
Colorado.

Hurt O vercom e
Dear Friends: I would like to tell
you of my answered prayer.
My grandson had not com m u
nicated with me for more than a
year because we had different
opinions concerning his life-style. I
continued to pray for him, and the
hurt I felt left me.
On Mother’
s Day he came to
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receive scores of letters from
you, telling us of help received
by praying with us. People in
pain and turmoil call us, talk to
us, join us in prayer, and find
^ peace, strength, relief from
pain, and help. People all over
» the Earth tell us that this
ministry is the light that
shines for them.
‘*
As one friend wrote us the
other day, “Finding you in
truth is like coming home. You
►
will never know how many
times, day and night, I think of
the light that shines for all
' mankind, and you at Unity.”
,
As another friend told us,
“My life is not exactly dark,
but I do need a flashlight once
in a while.”And don’
t we all?
I don’
t believe there is
anyone in the world who has
not at times wished there were
someone to throw an arm
* around him and give him an en
k

couraging word. Silent Unity is
that arm and that word. We
want to be here with love and
faith and prayer for anyone
anywhere on Earth who wants
to call on us.
And twenty-four hours a day
we are here, a little band of
faithful people, keeping a con
stant vigil of prayer, answering
the telephone when you call for
help, pouring out love and
strength, keeping the light
shining.
If you need help, remember
Silent Unity is never further
than a prayer away. You can
call us on our new number,
816-251-2100. Or if you have to
use our toll-free line, that
number, 1-800-821-2935 has
not been changed.

«
r
visit me and brought me a plant.
—A.L., Ohio.
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No Prison Term

^

¥ Dear Silent Unify: My most recent
request for prayers was for a fam"
ily of recent separation; and in this
> broken hom e was a teenage boy
,
who was in trouble with the law.
Of course we all prayed, but I es

’ March 1980

pecially felt the prayers of Silent
Unity as being that little extra help
that we needed.
The outcome of this problem
was a small miracle in that the boy
did not have to go to prison but
was given a second chance. He
got a job, is doing much better in
school, and has a whole new per
spective on life.
I am certain there are lessons

35

here for all of us, as well as for the
boy. We have all learned som e
thing, and that is to keep in con 
stant tune with the Father who is
the Light of the world, and that
through Him all our problems will
be worked out in g ood time for
those who love the Lord. We
learn patience; we learn to be
understanding; and above all, we
learn to communicate with one
another. The law of love shines
through in a miraculous fashion.
I want to express my sincere
thanks for all of your prayers at
Unity.—D M.H., Maryland.
Em ancipation from Fear
Dear Silent Unity: One of the
greatest blessings I have received
from your publications was an
emancipation from fear. I also
gained the knowledge of how to
deal with it.
Since I was stricken with a
stroke, I have dreaded any holi
day time, for that is family gettogether time. Having no family in
town, I get that panicky feeling of
being so alone and usually make
plans to fly away from here to my
son ’
s home. This year, on account
of a plane strike, that was impossi
ble, so I was desolate.
Then one day during prayer
and study of your literature, I got
an idea that the circumstances
could be changed. I have many
friends within driving distance with
whom I formerly spent the holi
days. But now fear was limiting

me and telling me I couldn’
t drive
+
the highways although I was driv
ing all around in town every day.
*
It was wonderful how every
thing fell into place once I
changed my thoughts from nega- “
tive to affirmative and had faith
,
that G od would be with me and
help me. I received an invitation
from one friend fifty miles away to
com e to her home for dinner.
Another friend was anxious to ride *
along, so we accepted the invitat
tion.
Since that experience, I have
becom e a freer, happier person. I
am very grateful for this step for
ward and for your prayer support.
Enclosed is a love offering.
*
—R.B., Michigan.

*

Heart Surgery
Dear Silent Unity: I called you
when my son-in-law was under- M
going heart surgery.
I am happy to tell you that he
1
came through the surgery beautir
fully. The surgery itself was com 
pleted faster than was expected.
He is doing just fine.
^
Thank you so much for your
prayers. I know that G od was with
'
him and was guiding those won*
derful surgeons throughout this
operation.
Enclosed is a love offering to ^
help with the work you are doing.
The love you are sending out con*
tinuously cannot help but make
t
this world a better place for all of
us.—H.J.W., California.

BY RUSSELL A. KEMP
ARE YOU THINKING, “How
on Earth can your mind keep
you young? Isn ’
t aging a
natural result of living a cer
tain number of years?’
’Yes,
that is what we used to believe;
but nowadays there are so
many people challenging and
disproving the correctness of
that belief that it is no longer
accepted as true.
Take the American Medical
Association for instance. Back
in 1963 it issued a booklet call
ed “A New Concept of Aging.”
It had appointed a committee
to study “the diseases of the
aged.” The booklet says, “It
immediately became obvious
that there were no diseases of
the aged. To put it another
way, there are no diseases spe
cifically resulting from the pas
sage of a certain number of
years.”
To support this conclusion,
the committee found national
statistics of the United States
telling of children under five
dying of diseases formerly
thought to be caused by old
age, and people over sixty-five

and measles.”
Concluding from this that
there were no “diseases of
aging,” the committee felt it
logical to assume that “func
tional deterioration of any kind
is not necessarily the direct or
one-to-one result of time.”
“If this is true,” it was
reported, “then all that we call
the problems of aging, the
shaky hand, the wobbly step,
the narrowing of physical and
mental horizons, are not just
the inevitable result of being
old in years.”
Time Has No Effect
Just think! All our lives we
have been conditioned to be
lieve that certain ailments were
the effects of age. Now the
AMA says it has been estab
lished that there are no dis
eases specifically caused by
age. The passage of time does
not automatically make us in
firm or ill!
This is not an absolutely new
viewpoint in the medical pro-

fession. In researching back
issues of UNITY Magazine, I
found medical opinions that re
jected the power of time over
our bodies. “It would be easier
to prove,” said a doctor in a
1920 issue, “that man’
s body
was meant to live a thousand
years, than that it was meant
to die at all.”
Then, in the 1960s, the
Decourcy Clinic of Cincinnati,
Ohio, issued a remarkable
statement. It spoke of “the
prevalent superstition that
time is in some way a poison
exerting a mysterious cumula
tive action . . . time has no ef
fect on human tissues under
any conditions. Vigor does not
vary inversely with the age of
an adult. Belief in the effects of
time by those who subscribe to
such things is the thing that
acts as a poison.”
Time Is Only a Measure
Could they have stated more
clearly that it is our m ind’
s
belief in the power of time to
age and weaken our body that
causes us to age, and not the
passing of time? The new
school of medicine insists that
time is a measure, not a force.
It is useful for measuring outer
things and events. But our
emotional reaction to the pass
ing of time is an inner force. It
can affect the body.
A fiftieth birthday is an

event that can cause an emo
tio n a l rea ction . C h a rle s
Fillmore, cofounder of Unity
School of Christianity, dis
covered and proved this a long
time ago. Mr. Fillmore wrote
that in 1904, after his fiftieth
birthday, he realized for the
first time in his vigorous life
that he was feeling old.
He did not like what he was
feeling. Believing strongly as
he did in the power of mind to
heal the body, he decided to
heal himself of the first inroads
of age, to head them off at the
pass, so to speak. Acting on
faith, he refused to accept the
“coming of old age,”but chose
instead to cultivate youthful
feelings and attitudes.
In every way he could, he
consistently denied by thought
and action both the appearance
and the feeling that he was
growing old. As a result, he
began to feel younger again,
and he lived to be ninety-four.
In 1904, of course, he had only
his faith to go on, defying the
whole weight of medical and
popular belief of the day.
Truly, as Lowell said, “Sci
ence was faith once.” Thirty
years later, in 1934, an eminent
medical authority in San Fran
cisco, Dr. C. O. Southard,
wrote in his book Truth Ideas
of an M.D. that medical science
was still unable to give any
scientific reason for the appear
ance of aging and death in the

*

human body. T o quote:
“N eith er p h y s io lo g y nor
biology has been able to throw
light on this subject.”
After discussing (and dis• missing) various probable
A' physical causes of aging, Dr.
Southard concluded that grow
ing old “is just a bad subcon
scious racial habit.” In his
opinion it is caused by acceptv * ing the biblical limitation of life
j to “threescore years and ten,”
and also by forced retirement
** at age sixty-five, which he feels
causes numbers of men to give
up active interest in life. When
* they do this, he says, “life loses
,» interest in them.” Since the
causes of aging are mental, he
insists, the cure must also be
mental.
“Think young thoughts and
live up to them,” he writes.
“Deny that the human race’
s
bad habit of believing in old
“ age has any influence over
* you.” How much this sounds
like Charles Fillmore denying
and refusing to accept old age
s and, instead, feeling, thinking,
and acting young in 1904.
People are likewise refusing
* to accept old age but are, in
stead, feeling, thinking, and
acting young right now. At
eighty-nine, Alf Landon, once
Republican candidate for PresiJ dent, was still riding horseback
^ in the morning. Katherine
Price, in Farmington, Connec
ticut, set a sales record selling

houses for a local firm with a
staff of forty-five people. At
eighty she also finds time to
raise two teenagers. “I don’
t
find my age a handicap,”she
says.
Neither does Walter “Casey”
Jones of Tacoma, Washington.
In May 1977, at the age of 105,
he was just winding up a twoyear solo tour of the United
States in his motor home. No
mental accumulation of years
stopped him from doing what
he wanted to do.
Choosing Youth
M arjorie Holmes, widely
known inspirational writer,
says in Prevention Magazine,
“I think many people choose
old age.”But they do not have
to. More and more people are
choosing, instead of age, what
I call “youthful maturity,”
that is, to enjoy living and
always be able to look after
yourself, to take care of your
self in every way, to have full
mental and bodily freedom,
and to run your own life as long
as you live. It all depends on
how you use your mind. You
can train your mind and body
to express the physical quali
ties of youth with the mental
qualities of maturity.
Instead of doing what comes
easily and succumbing obe
diently to popular ideas that
we must age, we can choose to

reject what Dr. Southard calls
the bad human racial habit of
growing old. Stop and think. If
growing old is only an unthink
ing mental habit, we can break
that habit. We can choose in
stead to be ruled by the “newold”voices of spiritual Truth,
be they called metaphysics,
physics, psychology, or holistic
medicine. These tell us that we
are meant to enjoy life in the
wonderful, heavenly designed
and empowered bodies we live
in right now.
Manifest Your Real Self
In Unity we affirm: I am
Spirit, perfect, holy, harmo
nious ... I manifest my real
self through this body now.
This means that universal
spiritual energies are actively
involved in energizing and
m aintaining our so-called
physical body at every moment
of its existence. We must stop
thinking of our body as a mere
container of material or animal
energy, completely separate
from our mind, and therefore to
be treated only by material
means.
How strange that we ever
divorced our mind from our
body, and believed that they
were two separate and distinct
entities, each having no con
nection with, or effect upon the
other! Our own common sense
should have told us that this

was impossible.
When we are embarrassed,
we blush. When pleased, we
smile. When angry, we frown.
When fearful, we tense up,
shorten our breathing. When
amused, we laugh. Now, where
do we feel embarrassment,
pleasure, anger, or fear? In our
mind. Where do they instantly
register and become visible? In
our flesh. Then should we not
admit that feeling old in our
mind must register and ex
press in our body? Or that feeling happy and youthful must
register in our body? If we are
in high spirits, don’
t we say,
“I ’
m walking on air today”?
And is our step lighter? It
seems so.
Advanced medical thinking
no longer separates body from
mind. Dr. Dressen of U.C.L.A.
Medical School has stated, “I
no longer accept the mind-body
distinction.” Dr. Irving Oyle
writes convincingly that even
if we think of the body as mate
rial, Einstein has shown that
matter and energy are “two
faces of a unity.”
In my book Live Youthfully
Now, I say that attempting to
separate the presence of God
from the presence of matter is
as fruitless as attempting to
draw a dividing line between
body and mind. Who can say,
“Here mind ends; here body
begin s”? If the body has any
reality at all, is it not mind,
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organized and functioning in
substantial form, mind per
ceived through the limitations
of the physical senses?
Thus scientifically trained
minds corroborate our spiritual
principles that mind and body
are two different expressions of
the same great creative life
energy. They are not separated
but coexistent and correlative,
mutually interacting, mutually
responsive.
And as we are assured that
life is always in favor of more
life, let us know that our desire
for youthful maturity is caused
by life’
s desire for us to have
and enjoy it.
The great creative forces of
life which formed you and sus
tain you are waiting for your
words and actions.
Perhaps we cannot assume
Mr. Fillm ore’
s challenging
goal, but we can find one that
fits us. I have suggested in the
past that we ought to set a
minimum age of, say, 150, and
really build our thought sys
tem to support that goal. Have
you ever really thought of what
that would do to your life plan
ning? If you have, you realize
what a major goal it is. You
certainly would not plan to
stop exercising at sixty when
you have ninety years to go.
You certainly would not think
of “sitting around”after retire
ment at sixty-five when you
have eighty-five years to go.

You certainly wouldn’
t feel like
a failure at forty-five if you
haven’
t “made your mark”
when you have 105 years to go!
It is going to be true for the
whole race one day. Why not be
one who sets the pace for those
to come?
If it is difficult to choose an
advanced figure for your goal,
you may want to consider this
thought. I have borrowed it
from a statement made once to
the medical profession by
Ernest L. Wynder, President of
the American Health Founda
tion. He said, “It should be the
function of medicine to have
people die young as late as
possible.” I suggest that this
might be a very believable and
productive goal for many—“to
die young as late as possible.”
There is little doubt that if
staying young in thought, atti
tude, and body as long as you
live were a major goal in your
life, then you would certainly
die as late as possible in terms
of your own sou l’
s program
ming. There is also little doubt
that your “late dying”would
be well past the years that sta
tistics offer us as expectancies.
If you haven’
t set a real and
meaningful goal for yourself in
regard to your longevity, do so
now! It will be of immense
benefit to you and will make
life more of the happy game it
is meant to be.
©
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Putting Evil in Its Place
BY WILLIAM EARLE CAMERON
AFTER HEARING A gloomy
newscast, a man said: “Isn ’
t
the world terrible?” Someone
replied: “Which one?” This
gives us an important insight:
To know something is not to be
bound by it. Perhaps this is the
distinction between a metaphy
sician and one who isn ’
t. The
nonmetaphysician tends to
assume that life, as he knows
it, is permanent. The metaphy
sician learns to see through
that which now is to that which
can be. Unity teaches the
higher vision. We cultivate the
art of seeing the invisible, of
looking beyond and above the
temporal to the potential. We
learn to center ourself in the
unseen—the realm of spiritual
p ow ers, p r in c ip le s , and
resources that can bring all
things right, and, in the pro
cess, put evil in its place.
What is ev il’
s place in the
scheme of things? The question
of good and evil has perplexed

theologians and philosophers
through the ages, and it is still
a major issue in religious doc
trines today. Many churches
still are obsessed with “original sin,”“Adam ’
s fall,”and an
overshadowing concern with
evil. A true understanding of
good and evil will help us to
better understand all of life and
will also give us a working
knowledge on how to render
evil ineffective.
Bible Is the Key

The Bible is our great written h eritage o f spiritual
knowledge. Its immense value,
in part, is that it doesn’
t just
set down ultimate information
in compact formulas, or it
would very likely be a short
and concise book. Instead, it is
an epic book of life that reveals
its truth progressively through
a wide variation of plots and
dramas that cover every theme
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in human experience. Each
story, in some marvelous way,
relates eternal truths to each of
us, right where we are, inspir
ing and guiding us each accord
ing to our individual needs and
our present level of under
standing. The Bible, therefore,
gives us not only spiritual
knowledge, but an all-impor
tant perspective.
There are three basic views
of good and evil in the Bible
that have come into the Bible
progressively to meet different
levels of human needs and
understanding. Two views are
found in the Old Testament,
which is the original Jewish
Bible. One is originally Jewish,
and the other was borrowed by
the Jews. The first view is the
Genesis story of the fall of
Adam and Eve which says that
by eating the fruit of the tree of
knowledge of good and evil,
they disobeyed God; and, as a
result of their own misdeed,
they brought evil into the
world. The second view devel
oped gradually as a result of
their experiences as a nation,
rather than as individuals.
Throughout their history, the
Hebrews were almost continu
ously dominated by pagan
powers: the Assyrians, Baby
lonians, Persians, Egyptians,
Syrians, and Romans. One
after the other, these heathen
em p ires ruled the Jews.
Naturally, to the Jews, because

they understood themselves to
be God's “chosen people,” it
came to appear that the world
was ruled not by God but by
evil forces through pagan em
pires. The Jews had a long con
tact in captivity with Babylon
and the religion of the Persians
called Zoroastrianism, and it
supplied a view as to the
nature of the universe which
seemed to match and explain
the Jewish experience. Accord
ing to this view the world is a
“battleground” between two
opposite spiritual forces. They
believed that at the head of the
evil forces stood a god of evil.
The Persian magi said that at
some future day God would
destroy the evil forces and
eliminate them from the world.
Then, freed from the activities
of evil, the world would be a
good and happy place to live.
The sacred books of Zoroastri
anism taught that following
the destruction of the “evil
one,”the dead would be raised
and judged, the wicked would
be punished, and the righteous
would enter into and enjoy a
new age. More and more as the
Jews meditated on their na
tional fortune, this seemed to
supply the explanation they
sought.
In the developm en t of
Jewish thought, as their world
ou tlook becam e definitely
pessimistic, the Persian con
cept of dualism underwent
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som e changes, and there
evolved out of all this a great
Messianic hope. It had two ele
ments: a national vindication
for the Jews by the overthrow
of their opponents and the
restoration of the kingdom of
David, and a supernatural
cosmic victory over all evil
with the establishment of
G od’
s universal kingship, or
the kingdom of God. This then
became Jesus’central theme—
the kingdom of God. And in
spite of the fact that over and
over He emphasized that His
kingdom is within, almost
everyone—the Jews, and later,
the Christians—assumed that
He was still referring to the old
Jewish-Persian version and its
preoccupation with the “bat
tle”between the forces of good
and evil. After the time of
Jesus, Augustine enacted the
doctrine of “original sin”(to in
clude even newborn children),
which was never mentioned in
the Bible. It was M ilton’
s
“Paradise Lost” that crystal
lized our present concepts of
hell and damnation.
Spiritual Understanding

The third basic view of good
» and evil is found in the spiri
tual understanding of the
teachings of Jesus, in which He
k- said: “You have heard that it
was said, ‘
An eye for an eye
and a tooth for a tooth.’But I
>

say to you, Do not resist one
who is evil. But if any one
strikes you on the right cheek,
turn to him the other also.”
M ost people d on ’
t really
believe that “turning the other
cheek”works. We smile at its
innocence.
If someone literally hit you
on your right cheek and you
literally turned your other
cheek, they might not hit you
back. It might make them
realize that they were wrong
and feel bad about it—and
change their ways. But they
might not. It might irritate
them even more and they
would hit you again—even
harder; and if they did, it would
not disprove J e su s’ prin
ciple—because you would have
missed the inner meaning, the
deeper spiritual truth that
Jesus was revealing in this il
lustration. Paul expressed it:
“Do not be overcome by evil,
but overcome evil with good.”
Jesus was proclaiming that
the only way to overcome evil
is with good, again reinforced
by Paul’
s Scripture: " If God is
for us, who is against us?”The
principle is that there is only
one Presence and Power, one
Good in the universe—God,
(som eth in g E in ste in has
proved mathematically).
We read in Genesis that God
created everything (there is
nothing in creation that did not
come from God); and He pro-

nounced it all good. Never has
G od withdrawn that pro
nouncement. There is still not a
“bad” atom in this universe!
Evil is a human production.
Evil is not a thing; it is a func
tion. It comes about by misuse,
abuse, and nonuse. What we
call evil exists only as a perver
sion of that which was created,
and in essence remains, per
fectly good. Good and evil are
relative terms—interpretations
from our human view of what
we see, hear, and feel about
anything in relation to the way
it seems to affect us. They are
highly subjective. Basically we
name something good if we
have dominion and authority
over it, and we name it evil if it
threatens us and seems beyond
our power to control. The dif
ference is truly in the eye of the
beholder. Take electricity for
example. For centuries it
frightened people in the only
form they knew, lightning.
Now, under our control, it
serves us in an amazing variety
of beneficial ways. Occasion
ally, with misuse, it also in
jures or takes the life of some
one; but this doesn’
t in any
way render the marvelous force
of electricity evil.
From the creation story, we
learn that God is all, and all
things are essentially good.
Where do things go wrong?
The cartoonist Walt Kelly once
had P ogo say som ethin g

classic: “We has met the
enemy, and they is us.”It is in
us where the difference occurs:
“What comes out of a man is
what defiles a man.”It is the
inherent powers for good that
truly reside in all of us; but it’
s
against natural law to believe
in evil and produce good. We
learn from the apple tree story
of Eden that it is our negative
view of life that gives evil the
only power. The correction is
also in us. It is the belief in
both good and evil that needs
to be healed. You are an origi
nal child of God, whom He pro
nounced “good,”not “sinner.”
Yet, every man, woman, and
child has the inborn freedom to
choose at any time if he or she
will support good or evil.
(Newborn children have a clean
slate.) When “evil” appears
because of our wrong choices
and beliefs, we are also free at
all times to withdraw our sup
port.
"R esist Not Evil”
Jesus’way of withdrawing
support and putting evil in its
place is by refusing to “eat”
any more from the “tree of
knowledge of good and evil.”
He admonished: “Resist not
evil.” It is practicing the op
posite. It is giving active sup
port and full attention to good,
rather than fighting that which
is less. Good is anything that

fulfills us and G od’
s plan for
us. Evil is anything that
diminishes us—and thwarts
His will. Nonresistance is the
instruction to believe only in
good. Nonresistance, as Paul
said, is “giving no place to the
devil.”Nonresistance is a force
for change that takes place
within us, leading us in the way
of God (the direction of good).
To practice nonresistance is to
learn to control and align the
forces within ourself with the
spiritual influence possible
under G od’
s rulership in our
life, thereby letting Omnipre
sent G ood exp ress itself
through us.
To know something is not to
be bound by it. This is why
Jesus taught us to return good
for evil. The story of Eden is a
poetic allegory about man
kind’
s early emergence into
reflective consciousness. It
tells us, from a charming, child
like point of view, what it feels
like to take on the privilege and
responsibility of thinking as in
dividuals with all the duties,
problems, opportunities, and
growing pains that are the frui
tion of choosing and “naming”
things in our new life. Jesus
was stating the corrective prin
ciple by which we can remedy
the results of our wrong
choices and misapplications of
that which is basically good.
He was disclosing the way to
heal our wrong beliefs and sow

new seeds of good—seeds that
will harvest only good. It all
happens in consciousness.
Through nonresisting, we are
no longer bound within; then
the world changes. “Resist not
evil.”Instead, return good for
evil. This is a universal, time
less principle.
In the Old Testament (in
which we have been exploring
for the basic principle of
spiritual growth) Joseph, the
fourth Patriarch, is an example
of this principle—and a good
one. Joseph was one of the
youngest of twelve sons of
Jacob. He was a sensitive
imaginative lad who, by his
youthful vanity, irritated his
older brothers so much that
they sold him into slavery and
had him carted off to Egypt.
What could hurt more or give a
young man better reason to be
bitter, resentful, full of
revenge, and think this is a ter
rible world than to have his
own brothers do that? But
Joseph didn't succumb to this
kind of thinking. With his
imaginative vision (symbolized
by his coat of many colors), he
looked past the so-called evil
and let God (good) rule in his
consciousness. He, therefore,
was always in charge within
himself. It didn’
t always pre
vent problems. As the story
progressed, he was falsely ac
cused by his m aster’
s wife and
landed in prison. But he still

upheld the ideal that God was
with him, and that G od’
s basic
goodness was at work in all
things. Therefore, the influence
of goodness, as leaven, worked
through him changing his char
acter, establishing dominion
and authority in his own inner
world, and lifting him from this
utterly unfortunate, adverse
situation, into the position of
great power—second only to
Pharaoh in command of all
Egypt! And then, the dramatic
climax to the whole story—his
erring brothers stood before
him, their hats in their hands,
needing his help. And the man
that Joseph had become found
an easy, gratifying, rewarding,
happy fruition to his whole life
by forgiving and lovingly lav
ishing help upon his brothers.
Do you remember how he
stated the great principle?
“And as for you, you meant
evil against me; but God meant
it for good.”(A. V.)
Through the principle of re
turning go o d for evil, a
prisoner became a mighty
prince. If Joseph had been an
evil-fighter, he probably would
never have gotten out of
prison, and history might have
been d ecid ed differently.
Joseph proved the power of
God (good) and it made him
great. This is the way any per
son of spiritual understanding
learns to act. The principle
works any time, any place, and

under any circumstance.
It has been proved over and
over in the business world that
the best thing to say when at
tacked with falsehood and
slander is nothing. This is
where the art of seeing the in
visible becomes immensely im
portant, because we often have
to trust solely in the unseen
principles and powers of Spirit
and believe that they can make
all things right. It is not an
easy thing to do, but it pays
big dividends.
Evil has no self-originating
power. It borrows its only ex
istence from our misconcep
tions of the ever-present
goodness of G od’
s creation.
Jesus, whose supreme virtue
was goodness, had a single eye
to the good. And we read, “For
the Son of God, J e su s
C hrist. . . was not Yes and No;
but in Him is always Yes. For
all the promises of God find
their Yes in Him.” We have
His word and examples for it;
fighting evil does not work.
What happens to us when we
persist in eating from the
wrong tree of knowledge? A
farmer made a daily inspection
of his apple bin and when he
found an apple “going bad,”he
ate it. He spent his whole life
eating rotten apples. When we
spend our lives seeking out an
opposing evil, that becomes
the self-imposed confinement
in which we experience life.

,

The infinite, enduring, in
violable truth and goodness of
G od’
s creation does not need
our paltry, self-righteous
defense; it requires only our
'* loving support. Those who are
. going to turn our world around,
those who are going to become
part of the answer rather than
more of the problem, are those
who really learn to work with
'* the spiritual forces of non, resistance, turning evil back
into good. The critical eye, the
k “isn’
t-the-world-terrible”view
p oin t s till prevails; and
precious few yet possess the
«
•

understanding use of Jesus’
great corrective principle of ac
tive goodness that puts evil in
its place. This higher vision,
this “single eye,”therefore, is
now a sacred trust.
Your life is full of oppor
tunities to practice the single
eye and learn to elevate all
your response and choices
toward Joseph’
s vantage point
of truth that can affirm always,
“God means things for good.”
And by having “that mind . . .
in you, which was also in Christ
Jesus,” let it be said that in
you “it is always yes.”
®
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O winds of March,
sweep over my soul.
Carry all the cobweb thoughts away—
C spidery etchings of unfulfilled dreams.
Make me know that I am clean and new,
open to fulfillment now.
>
Fill me with fragrance sweet and fresh,
with promise, with hope, with courage.
* Fill me with new determination.
Fill me now with peace.
** 0 winds of March,
sweep over my soul.
% I am new!

UUincId o f
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By Jeanne Allen
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Q im t
. . . with answers by
MARCUS BACH
THE IDEA To answer
readers’questions about
anything related to increased
spiritual understanding and
deeper integrative growth. To
discover not only what people
are asking but what people
are thinking about in the area
of beliefs and practices in the
world within and without. To
help others—and us—in the
spiritual search. To stimulate
the search itself.
Question: Your exercises that
you gave in a recent Unity
workshop are doing me a
world of good. Why not share
them in your column?
A.R.T.
Question: An idea came to me
after attending your workshop
at Unity o f Phoenix. Not

everyone can attend your
workshops or buy your book
"Power o f Total Living." My
question is, would we be al
lowed to reproduce the exer
cises in your book on a
poster?
Joyce H.

>
*

x

Question: My exercise pro
gram for the past five months
has been based on your recom- *
mendations. There are many
3
“
out there”who would ap
preciate the exercise illustra
tions.
J.R.
IT
Answer: Many requests have
been received for helpful exer
cises and for one in particular
that combines body, mind, and
Spirit in an effective approach
to an easy morning work-out,
wake-up session. This one is
designed for people of all ages
and aimed at getting you
started on the high road to
fitness and health!
It is a graphic example of
what you can do with an established exercise form or with the
creation of your own approach
to synchronized movements.
There has been all too little in
novative thought and experi
mentation in new forms for the
new age.
The following, which is
catching the attention of
groups across the country, is a
case in point. We simply call it:
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TH IS IS MY LIFE!
1. Stand straight. Feet to
gether. Chin up. Palms pressed
together in front of chest.

2. Inhale through nose as
arms are extended straight out
in front of body on a level with
shoulders. As you do so, think
and say silently to yourself:
T H IS ...

4. Inhale as hands are drawn
back to shoulders and then ex
tended straight up. Think and
say to yourself:

5. Exhale as you bend for
ward from waist with arms ex
tended. Bend to touch the
ground. Think and say to your
self:
LIFE!

t

3. Exhale through mouth as
arms and hands are drawn
back to shoulders and ex
tended immediately out to
» sides even with shoulders. As
you do so, think and say to
yourself:
IS ...
*
*
I
A

6 . Inhale as you straighten
up, bringing arms up above
your head in line with shoul
ders. Think and say to your
self:
M IN E . . .

7.
Exhale as you extend arms 9. Inhale as you bend back- >
ward from the waist, palms ^
in a sweeping motion to a level
together, face up. Think and
even with your shoulders,
say to yourself:
thinking and saying to your
I F E E L . ..
self:
TO...
10. Exhale, return to original
position as you think and say:
GREAT!

8 .
Inhale as the arms con
tinue their sweeping motion on
the way to bringing the palms
together in front of chest, as
Question: Have you ever
you think and say:
answered the following ques
IM PROVE!
tion in your column: “What
did Jesus Christ mean when
He said, ‘
and greater works
than these shall you do'?"
Margaret B. t*

(Note: Inhale on “Im-”as arms
are coming slowly around, and
exhale on “-prove" as palms
touch.)

Answer: The exact meaning of
“greater works” has never i
been clearly defined. The
phrase could mean, as some
sch ola rs su ggest, “m oral ♦
duties.” This means that the
spirit of Jesus would help to in
spire a true follower to be as *
fully committed or even more
committed to moral and ethical
duties than Jesus was.
*
Others have contended that
the promise of “greater works”
refers to miracles of healing A
and the demonstrations of su
pernormal powers.

I o fte n s p e c u la te the
, “greater works”may refer to
new and deeper knowledge of
nature’
s laws and our ability to
work with these laws. If we
take literally the fact that
- Jesus walked on the water, this
was truly a great work! A
“greater work” could be coni strued as flying over the water
as in an airplane or, perhaps,
some day flying by teleporta* tion or “astral flight.” This
may seem farfetched; but after
all, a moon landing, a space
►
laboratory, and close-up photo
graphs of distant planets are
all “greater works”than were
< recorded in Jesus’time. So are
. thin gs we now take for
granted, such as television and
the laser ray. There is little
doubt that there is divine input
th ese d a y s in s c ie n tific
4 “miracles,”just as there was
divine input in Jesus’day of
spiritual “miracles.”
*
But no matter how we view
Jesus’words, they present an
inescapable challenge for us to
» do the improbable and achieve
the seemingly impossible in
our life because He has dared
*» us to do just that and has given
us the promise it can be done.
MB
I
Question: I have read some
where that just as we can be a
L factor in the healing of a loved
one, so we can also be a factor
in their lingering; that some-

times we must release and let
go. We are facing this with
one of our family members.
I believe in healing under
any circumstances. I f we
“release and let go, ”are we
not acknowledging death
which in truth is not real?
Our loved one has lived
threescore-and-ten and has
always enjoyed life to the full
est. He is now in the throes of
a lengthy, debilitating illness.
He professes no religion of
any kind. Yet, in the conduct
o f many areas o f his life and
affairs he has lived universal
principles. He has treated his
family and fellow men in a
more “Christian way" than I
have observed among some
church members. How does
one pray for a loved one in a
case like this?
M.M.P.
Answer: We pray for someone
like this by recognizing his
quality of life, by remembering
G od’
s watchfulness over him,
and by the awareness that
death is not extinction but
merely transition.
We pray for harmony to
G od’
s will for all concerned, for
faith in the healing power of
Spirit, no less than for re
lease—not to the void of death,
but to the dawn of another
stage of living.
We pray by recognizing that
a person can be religious with-

out professing a specific reli
gion. Truth principles are best
seen in action and, as you have
indicated, in one’
s “life and af
fairs.” True spirituality is a
personal awareness of G od’
s
presence and need not be
talked about or institution
alized. It is a state of con
sciousness unbound by institu
tionalized forms.
We pray in thanks for a loved
one’
s light and life. We pray in
the knowledge that God al
ready knows us and our loved
ones better than we know our
self, and that in truth His will
is already being done. And we
say, “Thank you, Father, for
everything.”
MB
Question: I am a widow
seventy-two years old and live
alone. I would like to know if
there are any retirement
homes for senior citizens who
believe in Unity principles. It
would be much more pleasant
to be around people who are
positive in their attitudes as
Unity people are. I have
studied Unity for ten years
and have attended retreats
four times. I am still studying
my Unity literature. It is so
hard to practice what I read
with so much sorrow around
me. I can't seem to rise above
it alone. Can you help me?
Mrs. L.O.

Answer: On receipt of your letter I checked with Unity Villa g e and sev era l U nity
churches about Unity-oriented
or Unity-managed retirement
homes. I have not come up
with anything specific.
Perhaps your letter, now
that it is in print, will nudge
some Unity center into action
on this important front. Many
Christian denominations, Catholic and Protestant, have retirement homes and villages
under church management.
As to coping with your “sor
row”and rising above your ap
parent loneliness, that is
another matter. That calls for
an inside job! It involves deny
ing your seeming weakness
and affirming your strength. It
means counting your blessings
and discounting your concerns.
Your letter has such a good indication of faith and such a
forward-looking hope for the
future that all you need to do is
develop a trust in God for each
day as it unfolds, and be happy
and grateful for it.
To help things along, why
not take on a project that will
absorb your interest? Let me
suggest one. Get pencil and
paper and begin to put down
your ideas for what you think a
Unity-centered home for senior
citizens should be like. Sketch
out something. Let your imagination and creative ideas have
a chance to express them-
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v selves. See what com e s
> through and let me hear from
you again. You may be just the
channel needed to get some^ thing started in the way of a
Unity community.
*
MB
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Question: Who are the
Nicolaitans mentioned in Rev.
2:6? What is their origin and
background? How did their at* titudes differ from that o f true
k followers o f Jesus? Please ex
plain why God hated them.
Does their counterpart exist
in churches of our present
day?
R.D.R.

'
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Answer: If the word Nicolaitan
is unfamiliar to you, read the
entire second chapter in The
Book of Revelation. Such a
reading will suggest that any
movement that makes a virtue
out of vice may be referred to
as Nicolaitanism.
The origin of the word is
obscure. It undoubtedly goes
back to a certain Nicolas, but
hardly the one mentioned in
Acts 6:5, unless he fell by the
wayside somewhere in his
career. It is known that the
Nicolaitans were a sect that
believed in a highly hedonistic
way of life. That is to say, they
overemphasized “fleshly pleasures,’
’engaged in “licentious
acts,” and tried to prove,
among other things, that de-

spite such goings-on a person
could still be wise, generous,
and a good member of society.
This blissful approach was ob
viously distasteful to the early
Christians and obnoxious to
John the Revelator who said so
in his book and told his readers
that God felt the same way
about the Nicolaitans.
Every age has its hedonists
and our age is no exception.
Whether actual counterparts
of the early Nicolaitans are in
today’
s churches is a matter of
opinion over which there is no
end of debate and speculation.
Not being a reformer, I think
it is better simply to ask
ourself where we stand in this
whole equation and whether we
are sufficiently positioned to
act as judges in the matter.
Also, are we strong enough to
correct corrupt conditions
without being corrupted by the
conditions we wish to correct?
Jesus had something to say
along this line when He talked
about “throwing the first
stone.”
Charles Fillmore wisely said,
“We should abide in Truth, but
if we seek in human ways to
uphold Truth we enter into
strife and contention and reap
the inharmonious result of
these errors in a breaking up of
our own inner consciousness of
strength and poise. ”
MB

(Continued from page 2 1 )
whole chorus joined in, trilling
in bewitched abandon until
nearly dawn. A precious hour
of complete silence until the
feathered world stirred.
By day the cardinals disap
peared from sight, protected
by spring-summer garments,
their penetratingly clear whis
tle a joyous reminder, invisible
to all but the experienced eye.
Robins’gay spring cheerios re
lieved the monotonous mourn
fulness of the dove’
s singlenoted complaint. One day a
whole flock of startlingly
resplendent bluebirds perched
atop the meadowland fence
across from the farmhouse.
Hearing their unfamiliar song,
Doug excitedly called Faith to
come to see the spectacle.
Together they beheld the blue
ness flitting in and out of the
leafing mock orange shrub and
the dowdiness of the fading for-

sythia, their glorious blue ra
diant against the drabbing
yellow.
Nightly frosts were gentle,
disappearing quickly in morn- t
ing sunlight. Bits of green
erupted in the extensive lawn,
transforming quickly into tiny,
wild, purple-blue hyacinths,
dainty and fragrant. Beyond «
the retaining wall, at the foot
of the backyard orchard, daffo
dils danced and tulips thrust *
through the earth.
Their whole world moved in
rhythmic syncopation to the 4
melody of the spring birds, the
song of the brook, the caress of
fragrant breezes. And the J
weeks were filled with fulfill
ment of chores—painting the
interior of the big, old house,
preparing for the new baby, ex
ulting in a new way of living.
By June much had been ac- Jt
com plished—the new baby
bom, the big house painted,

the chicks feathered out and
growing. June’
s warm days
and pleasant nights blended in
the comfortable joy of living,
the inner assurance that all
was right with their world.
That first June at the farm
brought the sale of the first
cockerels. John pronounced
them nothing exceptional as
though questioning F aith’
s
beliefs. The chicken dealer,
Finestein, confirmed John’
s
opinion. Twenty-five cents per
pound of weight was all he of
fered, precisely the open
market price in 1949.
Faith’
s heart took a little
dive. All that water lugging;
weeks of dragging her heavy
body up the hillside every two
hours to check on the chicks—
the quantity of their feed, their
water, their temperature—too
cold, th ey w ou ld bunch
together, sm oth erin g one
another; too hot and they
would be dopey, not eating, not
actively running around and
growing.
Twenty-five cents per pound!
Only a couple of cents profit
on each cockerel above the feed
costs.
No recompense for her labor.
Or John’
s! John set up the bat
tery. John readied the hennery,
m oved them, “p rom oted ”
them at six weeks of age when
they were able to be without
heat, catching them, bulking
ten to fifteen in a carton.

Ponderous trips to the larger
quarters. John’
s work a whole
Saturday. He would come to
lunch so hot and exhausted,
dog tired. Yet he continued the
chore that afternoon while
Faith did the less arduous job
of scrubbing the vacated bat
tery, readying it for the new
chick batch scheduled for ar
rival the following Saturday.
Keeping the Faith
Nevertheless, they would be
faithful to the covenant! Even
though to tithe erased all prof
its. This was her promise to
Him. This they had to fulfill—
generously—as generously as
God led them to this farm!
Forty-five cockerels in that
first batch. Finestein counted
$36.60 into her hand after
weighing them. He proferred
his figures to her.
“I trust you,”she said sim
ply, waving his figures aside.
“Sometimes people make er
rors,”he grinned.
She let the comment fade.
“You’
re doing the Lord’
s work
your way and you’
re honest. So
are we. W e’
re spiritually at
tracted to each other.”
Finestein’
s eyes narrowed.
Sharply he scanned her face.
Almost imperceptibly a smile
edged across his beard-studded
countenance. A note of almostwonder crept into his tones,
“You say that to me, a Jew,

and you a Christian.”
Faith shrugged her shoul
ders and shoved her hands into
her pockets, her manner was
definite. “O nly one G od
though.” She met his gaze
fully. Idly she wondered what
his reaction would be if she
were to pronounce him filled
with a Christ self—whether he
be Jew, Moslem, Buddhist, or
even atheist. It’
s time to
remove all the isms, she rea
soned, and we have merely
used different names for the
Christ self.
Finestein moved to his truck

and Faith’
s voice followed,
“In terested in our other
broilers next month?” His
back remained to her; but he
nodded affirmatively, and the
truck edged down the hillside.
For a fleeting moment Faith
envisioned the whole truck
filled with their broilers.
Down in the kitchen she held
“the Lord's pot”in one hand,
the money in the other. Silently
she thanked Him as she round
ed the tithe to four dollars.
Four dollars! Truly this was
as the w idow ’
s mite.
The first farm tithe check
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By Rebecca Lynn Gregory
I abide within the hour of the faintest ray of light.
There is yet in truth no daylight, nor can such time be called
night,
for the stars that have supported, and the moon, have grown all
faint.
So I now must sit content and trust the dawn that I await.
But the hour of my dawning seems so long and late to come!
Imperceptible the light that grows from slowly rising sun,
and the trust I feel is quaking. Still, I watch with yearning
eyes,
and believe the cry of m orning’
s bird who knows the sun will
rise.
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went out in the noon mail. It
was a big joy in the sense of
covenant fulfillment despite
the fact that the profit seemed
disappointing. And June fin
ished its days.
July ushered humid heat, the
farmers haying in the first east
field. July, and the second
batch of cockerels was ready
for market.
As the Wells family waved
farewell to a carful of company
one Saturday evening, Finestein appeared. Faith groaned.
Such a day! The kitchen sink
stacked with dishes, read-aloud
time to the little men, the baby
to settle for the night. All the
loose ends!
“Hi!”Finestein enthused. “I
marked my calendar. Your
c o c k s s h o u ld be ready.
Thought I ’
d amble over after
sundown, catch them for you.
Cut your feeding costs and
build profits. Say!”he leaned
from his truck, pushed his hat
back to clear the window.
“Those others were super.
Every customer told me about
’
em. I ’
ll take your broilers any
time. Any time!”Readjusting
his floppy hat, he urged his
truck through the open gate
that John held.
“Coming up later?” John
called.
The Magic of Tithing
When Faith reached the hen

nery, Finestein had caught
most of the cockerels. The tally
sheet lay beside the scale.
“These go much heavier than
the oth ers,” he greeted.
“Look,” inviting her inspec
tion and expertly crossing the
wings of two cockerels before
scaling them. “What did you
do?”His tone demanded.
John’
s face registered abso
lute incredulity.
Faith’
s face glowed as Finestein ’
s enthusiasm crescendoed to effervescence. She was
deaf to Finestein’
s windiness.
Her heart shouted praises.
This dynamic proof of G od’
s
silent law! ‘
Give and it shall be
given unto you, good measure,
pressed down, shaken to
gether, running over.’
The sheer magic of tithing!
Not magic in the sense of
conjuring. Magic in the sense
of dem onstrating invisible
principles right into visibility!
This had to be G od’
s work. She
and John knew nothing differ
ent to do. Same water. Same
brand of feed. A demonstration
in the face of odds! Hotter
weather when the chicks stood
around, beaks parted, wings
aspread, appetites dulled by
July heat and humidity.
A total of thirty-five cock
erels. Ten less. Each twosome
weighing heavily. “Can’
t give
you more per pound,” Fine
stein explained, “but they
weigh so heavily your returns

are substantially greater.
Look, I can’
t put three on a
scale at once. Gotta do it two
at a time.”
Lips moving, Finestein to
taled the figures. ‘
‘
Forty-five
dollars and ten cents,” he
beamed. “If my customers
were happy before, they’
ll be
happier now.”He counted the
money into Faith’
s palm.
R ep ock etin g his wallet,
Finestein scrutinized her face,
his eyes slits. “I ’
m in the
chicken business twenty years,
m a’
am. A in’
t never seen any
thing like this. What did you
do?”
How to explain it? Should
she throw all her digested
understanding of her little
metaphysical books? Should
she talk about the divine work
of love, the power of blessing,
of working with God—He is
their Senior Partner—on the
family payroll; the principle
that everything responds to
praise and blessings in all His
kingdoms; the law of personal
expectancy?
In all fairness and courtesy,
Finestein didn’
t require that.
She would not withhold divine
law explanations because of
religious differences. Indeed,
he might well be a tither, too.
All Finestein wanted was a
quickie—not a book review nor
a sermon on being, nor her per
sonal interpretation of Jesus’
parable of the talents.

“It’
s the magic of tithing,” '
she said gently. True magic, v
she thought. More than ten
dollars increased profit yet ten
cockerels less!
*
There was a responsive glint
in Finestein’
s eyes, but he *
made no answer. Stooping for *.
the last crate, he swung it into
the truck and bolted the rear
panel in one rhythmic move- v
ment. Pausing momentarily he
said, “Call me anytime. I like
doing business with you.”
#
And so it was with the sheep,
too.
Expansion Time
They had extended the flock
somewhat. By autumn they de
cided to expand further. A card
to Mr. Dan brought him to
their doorway, hat in hand, the
epitome of kindness and tact,
He cleared his throat a little
self-consciously, “I got your
card, Mrs. Wells. Thought I ’
d
stop by when down this way.”
Faith smiled to herself; he
couldn’
t have been in the
vicinity by chance!
“You know, sometimes folks
get started with sheep and
they get them by the truckload. Then along comes a little
hard luck and they want to get
rid of the whole kaboodle.”His
eyes sought hers for accep
tance of his comments. “They
don’
t always get their money
out. Maybe if I see your sheep I
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’ can make some suggestions.
* Save you going through all
that.”
Faith loved him. Why, bless
„ his wonderfulness! H e’
s really
like a biblical shepherd! Not
only does he care about the
* sheep when they’
re no longer
his—as in the spring when he
refused to bring them until
„ assured they had a cover
place—but here he is mindful of
his customers’problems.
*
“They’
re up in the first east
field,” she smiled. “Want to
come up?”
% Together they crunched up
the driveway, stepped through
the gate, and headed for the
, field. Part of her mind listened
to Mr. Dan’
s conversation and
part wondered how she could
get the sheep down. At midday
they were well back in the
* eleven acres. It seemed un
necessary for Mr. Dan and
herself to walk that distance
F when the sheep could cover the
hilly terrain much more easily.
She wondered how Mr. Dan
* called his sheep—only he was
manager of a large farm cor
poration and probably had lots
I of farm labor.
I

They Obey The Call

Her sheep would come to her
lusty baa. H elene’
s head would
1 go up first, then Helene would
trot toward Faith’
s voice, and
all the others would follow. No

matter where they were they
came to her call now. Beautiful
Helene, leader of the whole
flock. S h e’
d feel a little
ridiculous baaing for them, but
that was the call they knew
and obeyed.
At the top of the incline
where the barn pasture meets
the first east field, beads of
perspiration stood on Mr.
D an’
s forehead. That con
vinced Faith she must call to
the sheep—even if she were to
feel foolish. Well along in his
seventies, Mr. Dan mopped his
brow, his white hair ruffled by
a warm breeze.
Faith made a pretty picture
at the gate, standing tall and
slender on the hillside, her
green print dress billowing
behind her, wisps of brown hair
moving about her face. She
wasn’
t beautiful in a glamor
ous way. Rather it was her
healthiness, her vitality, an in
ner harmony that permeated
her being and radiated from
her establishing her prettiness,
something in the sparkle of her
eyes and the glow of her rosy
wholesomeness.
Unpocketing her hands, cup
ping them around her mouth,
she gave forth a lusty, deeptoned baa. From the periphery
of her vision she saw Mr. Dan’
s
startled expression and sup
pressed a giggle. Standing on
tiptoe she barely saw Helene
rise among the flock in the

shade of the far hedgerow. She
called again, her baaing note
carrying. Helene answered. Mr.
Dan turned slightly, hiding a
smile.
Slowly the other sheep rose,
Faith encouraging by one more
call. Several voices answered
as they started toward her,
follow in g Helene, gaining
momentum and rolling in a
beautiful graceful rhythm. As
they neared, Mr. Dan involun
tarily gasped and Faith looked
quickly. “They look fine!” he
enthused.
The sheep stopped at the
gate, milling about, Helene and
Bertha nosing her hand. Mr.
Dan pushed his hat dramati
cally, openly staring. “They
look fine! Just fine!” he
repeated.
A few sheep moved to the
grasses, nibbling, lifting their
heads to munch while they sur
veyed Faith and the visitor.
“Tell me what you do to
them,” he thoughtfully in
vited. “They look better than
my stock—and I ’
ve been in the
sheep business all my life, more
than forty years of sheep.”He
turned now and faced her. He
already noted the sheep grazed
on timothy, not much clover in
it either. Sheep aren’
t sup
posed to ‘
do well’on timothy.
John and Faith Wells were
breaking sheep husbandry
rules.
If Faith required a “sign,”

something tangible as the out- *
picturing of their tithe, this M
tribute from Mr. Dan was it.
First Finestein about the
cockerels, then the custom
farmers pronouncing their
wheat crop a “better color,” •
which seemed to mean better t
quality than their own fields.
Now Mr. Dan. True, they’
d had
backyard experience with #
chickens during the war years,
before they m oved here. •
Nothing about sheep. Surely %
nothing about the farm fields—
which everyone had admitted
were depleted fields when they
bought the farm. It was as
though the former owners had
robbed the fields of nutrients, J
putting nothing back in the
way of cover crops, and always
urging the fields to higher pro
ductivity.
Tribute Is Enough
Certainly she was wellguided to tithe on farm income.
In each instance she and John
knew less—far less—than these
local experts about chickens,
lands, and sheep. Yet the
magic occurred in the dark of
the nights and in the light of
the days. She and John wit
nessed nothing in the outer,
nothing measurable by the
senses. And here at hand the
demonstration of the tithing
magic, the manifestation of
G od’
s increase!
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Mr. Dan’
s manner pressed
«for an answer.
Gently she said, “It is the
Lord’
s work, Mr. Dan. We
^don’
t know anything special to
do. W e’
ve had no husbandry
*■experience with sheep, not
v even schooling.’
’
Mr. Dan was silent. Faith
wished he would ask what she
„ meant by “Lord’
s work.” He
didn’
t. Whatever her phrase
» conveyed to him, she would
never know.

Mr. Dan moved to leave the
field, and Faith gave H elene’
s
ear an affectionate tug before
accompanying him down the
hilliness and through the gate.
It was such a scintillatingly
clear day, the azure sky, the
very breeze warm, delightful.
Faith felt so good, so clean, so
joyous—like a little child, free,
unrestrained happiness, and
alive in it.
What a wondrous thing a
covenant is!
©
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For those who need or prefer larger print the DAILY WORD
LARGE-TYPE EDITION is a blessing. The familiar meditations for
each day, articles, and poetry are exactly the same as in the
regular edition of DAILY WORD, except in larger and easier-toread type.
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By Joyce A. Ogilvie
Just a leaf, O God?
No, a lesson in a
sure and veined pattern . . .
telling always of
Order
Symmetry
Beauty.
Just a leaf, 0 God?
No, a lesson in a
quiet and perfect form . . .
telling always of
Aliveness
Vibrancy
Life.
Just a leaf, O God?
No, a lesson in a
true and varied shape ...
telling always of
Warmth
Affection
Love.
Just a leaf, 0 God?
Hardly.
A single leaf, like me,
contains the whole
of universal Truth.
Just a leaf, O God?
Let me look again.
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A friend and I share UNITY
Magazines. They are ever a
source of answers even when the
questions are as yet unformed.
^ —B.N., Kansas.
*

®

I have just finished reading the
story “
Valiant Lady”in the Sep•tember 1979 UNITY Magazine.
The story was great and since
reading it, two lines are constantly
► in my mind: “Either the goo d as
we see it or what in G od’
s sight is
better.”Those lines have brought
great comfort to me. —S.B.,
North Carolina.

w

UNITY Magazine and Daily
m Word help me every day. The ar
ticles in the magazine are so
thought-provoking and inspira
tion al. I thoroughly enjoy the
, beautiful artwork, and I love the
poetry.—D.L.M., Michigan.

®
UNITY Magazine is a very
k“
special friend” whose enlight
ened counsel and reassuring
love—the sharing and caring—
* make my life so meaningful and
spiritually at peace. A very real
blessing.—N.W., California.

Please renew my subscription to
UNITY Magazine for two years. I
am enjoying it so much, particu
larly the writings by Charles Roth
and Ernest Wilson. Charles Fill
m ore’
s writings are, of course, in a
class by them selves—thoughtprovoking and enlightening. I am
sure everyone finds something in
the magazine that particularly ap
peals to his or her individual taste
in literature. Thank you for a very
fine, interesting, and artistic maga
zine.—H.C.L., Washington.

o
UNITY Magazine is thoughtprovoking, encouraging, and
downright enjoyable to read.
Unity is a beautiful part of my life
and I look forward to reading the
publications I receive each month.
May G od bless you and lead you
as you seek to follow His will and
ministry.—M.K., Maine.

O
Thank you for the spiritually in
spired and uplifting article “Life
Unlimited”by Richard and Mary
Alice Jafolla in the August 1979
issue. I totally agree with this true
insight and am deeply grateful to
all concerned for its publication in
UNITY M a ga zin e .- G .E .M .,
Michigan.
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STEPS
IN
SEL FKNOW LEDGE,
by
L eddy and R andolph
Schmelig; Unity Books,
Unity Village, Missouri
64065; $3.95.

For the many who have and
still are reading and studying
Leddy and Randolph Schmelig ’
s first book, Patterns for
Self-Unfoldment, and for those
as well who have not had that
privilege, Unity Books now
offers the follow-up series,
Steps in Self-Knowledge, also
in book form.
Steps in Self-Knowledge is a
textbook of spiritual lessons.
Unlike the conventional text
book, however, which is usu
ally a collection of facts and
knowledge meant to be ab
sorbed by the student, Steps in
Self-Knowledge is a presenta
tion of spiritual wisdom and

knowledge meant to inspire 4
and encourage the reader to his
or her own revelations of
Truth.
There are many of what
might be termed “spiritual
facts” in this book, and a
sto r e h o u se of k n ow led ge
gained from the Schm elig’
s
years as students and teachers
of Truth. But the value of this
book lies mostly in the twelve I
lessons designed to lead the 4
reader to his or her own unfoldV
ment of understanding and
knowledge.
Steps in Self-Knowledge will^
be a pleasant experience for the
casual reader while at the same 4
time offering orderly and masterful instruction to those seek
ing deeper spiritual enlight
enment. Lessons in Learning to
Relate (spiritual reality to the
facts of everyday life), lessons «
in Learning That God Is Law,
lessons in Learning Right
Judgment—all are ideas vital £
to our spiritual growth and ap
plication; but they are also „
ideas that we sometimes find £
difficult to grasp and even
more difficult to hold onto.
The study and practice of the 4
lessons in Steps in Self-Knowl
edge will help the reader to
build a strong foundation for*
spiritual study, realization,
and application. This book 1
is a mainstay for the active A
spiritual aspirant.
—Pamela Yearsley.

►

[

Another outstanding book by
Leddy and Randolph Schmelig

!

STEPS IN SELF-KNOWLEDGE
Allone
ness

B e h o ld in g
the
L igh t

Freeing the
Flow of
Love

The Cosmic
Embrace

The
O cea n

FatherMother

1st T h in g s
F irst

The
Waves

The
Point

Love,
the Di vine
Answer

The
Balance
Point

Y ou r
T e a ch e r

Within you is a reservoir of knowledge, a wealth of
potential you have barely tapped, an innate spiritual
power that can be uncovered and directed into ful
fillin g life experiences.
STEPS IN SELF-KNOWLEDGE shows you in twelve
lessons how to free your God-given capabilities and be
* the loving, dynamic person you are meant to be. Begin
the steps now that travel the path of fulfillment.
Order your copy today by using the convenient order
‘
‘
form on the adjoining flap. Hardbound. $3.95.
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By Louise Welk White
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God is a Presence
that has brought an inexpressible
comfort in my moments
of sorrow;
A Presence
that has brought, in my weaker
moments, a resurgence of strength
to bide me through
the morrow;
A Presence
that has led me from the shadowed
valley to heights where
the light of sun
still shone;

*
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A Presence
that has assured me in my dark
midnights of the soul
that I am not
alone.
«

